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In His Opinion Made Public Mexican Independence Day Five Burglars Enter Bank of President Will Spend His
El Camino Real From Dona Russian Premier May Again First Big Bout Since Tam'
Montreal at New WestFirst Sabbath on WestCelebration Tomorrow
Survive Bullets of Nihilist
Today He Has No Word
many Let Down Legal
Ana to RinconWillBe
B.
C.
minster
ern Trip at Erie
Trouble
Criticism
of
Bars
Cause
Assassin
May
Against Ring
Completed Soon
GOVERNOR
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DOWN
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TONIGHT

Dona Ana County Gains and Made Sign of the Cross Toward Train Load of Oklahomans
rives to Root For Their
Emperor Nicholas as He
Eddy County Suffers Loss
Fell
Favorite.
Wounded.
In Assessment
Special Leased Wire ta New Mexican)
Governor Mills has appointed Josiah (By
Viev, Russia, Sept. 15. There apcounty,
Union
Tompkins of Amistad,
pears to be ground for hope today
a notary public J
tnat premier Stolypin will for the
For the Treasury.
third time survive
attack of an as
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero sassin. Fired on attheclose
from
range as he
$29
of
sum
received
the
has
sat defenseless in his chair at the
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Municipal theater last night, the
premier escaped with two wounds
Board to Meet.
neither of which, it is said, neces
The territorial hoard of education
is fatal.
did not meet at the capitol this morn- sarily
and Family Present
Emperor
board
the
of
members
ing as several
The Imperial box was occupied by
are expected to arrive this afternoon.
Emperor Nicholas, the heir apparent.
Postal Matters.
Grand Duke Alexis aged 7 years, and
Th postoff ice at Kent, Dona Ana the
Emperor's daughters, 'the Grand
county has been discontinued and all Duchesses
Olga, Tatiana, Marie and
to
sent
be
mall directed there will
Anastacia. In the front row, of the
The office at Leon, Union
Organ.
pit were seated Premier Stolypin and
county, has also been closed, and mail his associates in the
ministry.
to
will
Bueyeros.
sent there
go
Swiftly Drew Revolver.
Ruling on Application for Patent.
During the intermission following
The Copper Gulf Mining Company, the second act, Premier
Stolypin had
has been notified by the Las Cruces turned his face to the
toward the
right
on.
action
that
land office,
application center, aisle,
with the
conversing
33
other
for patent to the Miser and
minister of war, General Soukhomli- lode claims has been suspended, to noff, and Count
Potocky. A young ma.n
give the company time within which in evening dress moved quickly down
to make a showing that the improve- the center aisle, and
appeared to acments on No. 3 of the Gettysburg, No. cost M. Stolypin. A second
later he
3
of
the
No
2 of the Franklin, and
swiftly drew a revolver from his coat
Chest, are for the benefit of the en- and emptied it
seemingly directly at
tire group. The decision of the gen- the premier.
eral land office holds all entries for
Crowd Panic Stricken.
cancellation, except the Chest, PanaWomen fainted.
The vast crowd
Gettes-burf- t
ma, Concord, Franklin, Pearl,
seemed panic stricken.
Empenor
Parrott, Melbourne, Emperor, Nicholas sprang from, his chair and
and
Racket, Omega Santa, Neosho
stepping to the front of the imperial
Kelly. The company has been allowed dox, started lowara tne wounded
additional
to
file
30 days within which
With quick realization, his
premier.
evidence in support of the other enmajesty ordered the orchestra to
tries.
play the national anthem.
Governor Names Delegates.
Coolest Figure Was Wounded Man.
Governor Mills has appointed the
The coolest figures in the tragedy
following delegates to the Gulf Deep was that of M. Stolypin who was twice
Waterway Association which meets in wounded. .One bullet had entered the
Chicago October 12 to 14:
right breast and the other the right
H. B. Holt, Las Cruces; Alexander wrist, probably as he raised the arm
Goldenberg, Tucumcari;. Jesus Rome- In defense. He summoned his waning
ro, Albuquerque; B. F. Pearman, Lake-woo- strength, and rising, faced the impeCharles M. de Bremond,
rial box, lifted his wounded arm, and
Sylvestre Mirabal, San Rafael; made the sign of the cross toward his
Harold Hurd, Roswell; W. H.
majesty. ' Then he dropped into his
Silver City; Carl Ecklund, seat". ":
Clayton; Silviano Roybal, Chamita; 'sSj ;',,;:''fi" 'Assassin Trampled.
M. W. Flournoy, Albuquerque; W. F.
Before General Soukhomlinoff could
Buchanan, Tucumcari; John H. Can- assist him, the
premier removed his
Manza-nareM.
Manuel
ning,, Carrizozo;
uniform coat and attempted to examCleFort Sumner; T. J. Mabry,
ine his injuries. Meantime, there was
vis; T. J. Molinari, Portales; Hugo the wildest confusion in the midst of
Seaberg, Raton; H. W. Kelly, East which Bogroff slippel toward an exit.
Las Vegas; Isaac Davis, Las Vegas; Before he could reach
it, he was seizMargarito Romero, Las Vegas; H. B. ed, thrown to the floor and trampled.
Cartwright, Santa Fe; Frank Staplin, The police succeeded in controlling
Tartnington; Miguel Chavelz, Santa the situation.
Fe; willard Belknay, Farmington; H.
Wounds Not Fata!.
D. Reinken, Watrous.
The belief that Premier Stolypin
Territorial Engineer Returns.
who was shot by the lawyer, Bogroff,
MilGa-bl-

d;

Ros-wel-

l;

New-comb- e,

,

Territorial Engineer Charles D.
during a gala performance at the theler has returned from a week's trip ater in Kiev last night will recover,
on road inspection and other work. is encouraged by a
telegram received!
He went to Alamogodo where he in- by the Premier's brother Alexander
spected the hydrographic survey on gtolvnin . f rom Kiev earlv todav.
the Fresnal stream and says the hy- - The message read: "At the firs!
drographic work will be finished this consuitfion the physiclansf conjee-weeThe plane table work will be:tur. tnat DUnets wounded the nleura
finished by the end of the month. The ipnd grazei the liver. Condition very
water records will be continued. Mr. satisfactory. Pulse 70., Physicians deMiller inspected the road from Cloud-cro- cided operation unnecessary."
to Alamogordo, 18 miles in
Other advices of a private nature
length, through Box Canon and he say the premier's condition is hopehas made a report of this work to less.
the road cocmmlssion.
Remarkable Demonstration.
At Tucumcari the territorial enginAs the premier was carried down
eer visited the Kohn Scenic Highway
he witnessed a remarkable
which is named after Charles H. Kohn the aisle,
of loyalty.
While re
member of the constitutional conven-- i demonstration
to
command
of
the em
the
sponding
tion and who has worked hard for this
road. While there Mr. Miller looked peror, the orchestra played the National anthem, the curtain rose and the ar
, Into the water situation over which
tists, still in the costumes of opera,
there has been some difficulty. '
Work will start soon on 4he Camino knelt and repeated the anthem five
Real between Dona Ana and Rincon, times, the audience Joining In a chorus of "God save the people."
says the territorial engineer.
The Emperor Bowed.
Tax Rolls.
The emperor bowed repeatedly.
Traveling Auditor John Joerns has
Then, with his party, he lift the theareceived the following tax rolls:
Dona Ana county assessment, 1910, ter and proceeded to the Palace. The
. $3,471,610;
for 1911, $3,643,894;
net premier bore up splendidly and arriv
gain, $172,284. Among the items of ing at the hospital, asked his col
Increase are agricultural lands, $161,-72- leagues to convey a message to the
grazing lands, $12,294; improve- emperor expressing his devotion.
Ready to Die for Czar.
ments, $7,248 ii improvements on city
"Tell him," said the wounled man,"
lots, $30,294; capital in manufacturing,
$22,500; shares of stocks lh banks, I am ready to die for him."
"M. Stolypin then requested those at
$21,031. Decrease: Improvements of
the
bedside to reassure his wife and
and
$29,335;
agricultural lands,
city
town lots, $31,033; mineral lands other asked that a priest be brought to him.
At noon a bulletin was Issued, statthan coal, $15,125; capital in manufacturing, $15,761; increased exemptions, ing that during the first hours there
was a considerable . wanning
of
$3,800.
:v!.V:::
strength and great pain, which the
Eddy county: Assessment 1910,
1911, $2,594,924;
net loss, minister bore stoically. The first half
$155,370.
Among the Items of in- - of the night was disquieting.
Towards morning there was an imcrease are: Grazing lands, $31,961;
Improvements, $8,783; improvements provement.' Temperature, 98.6; pulse,
on city and town lots, $29,816; water 92.
plants, $10,000; railroads, standard
mileage, $10,968; shares of stock in X.XXXXXXXXXXXXX
'
banks, $6 255. Decrease: Agricultural $ I A. REINGARDT WILL
lands, $89,792; improvements on same, X BUILD, ELKS CLUB HOU8E.
$6,862: city or town lots, $8,268; horses
The Elks awarded the con$4,396; cattle, $93,642;? sheep, $28,332.
tract for the erection of their
Miller at Alamogordo.
club house to August
t,
Territorial Engineer Charles D. itU-.- ..
the well known contracweek
the
at
ler spent
past
Alamogordo
tor of this city. The new home
because every inch-owater used for
will be of Mission style and will
irrigation in the Sacramento moun
be erected on Lincoln avenue
tains is in litigation. The Alamogor
do Improvement Company has , filed X near the Elks Theater. It will
club
suit against all water users in the X he a thoroughlyup-to-dat- e
mountains between Cloudcroft and Al X house, a full description of
amogordo to prevent them appropriat- - X which will be published in the
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(By Special Leased Tvfre to New Mexican)
New York,'N. V., Sept. 15. The first
important battle of heavyweights in
New York since the days of the old
Horton boxing law, will take place at
Madison Square Garden tonight, when
Carl Morris of Sapalpa, Okla., meets
B'ireman Jim Flynn. Interest is shofvn
by the high price and big sale of tickets and tne army of sporting men here
from all over the country to see the

contest.
Trail Load of Oklahomans.
A whole trainload of Oklahomans arrived today with pockets full of Morris money and started the first real
betting. Odds in Morris' home, they
say, favored him two to one. Hitherto practically no money has been wagered here on the battle, mainly because the Oklahoma giant is an unknown quantity in the East.
Flynn is a fighter of ten years' experience who has met nearly all the
big heavyweight
including .. Jack
Johnson. His experience and generalship are expected to offset Morris tremendous advantage in weight and
reach. Morris "weights 230 pounds and
Flynn ISO
Top gallery seats sold today for
three dollars, with prices ranging up
to $20 for the ringside boxes.
The
bout is expected to net about $40,000.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Colfax, Calif., Sept. 15. Indications
today are that Avl(or Robert C. Fowler will resume his San Francisco-to-NeYork flight tomorrow
morning
Rapid progress has been made on the
reconstruction of th biplane wrecked
Tuesday at Alta, and the mechanicians promised today to have the machine in first class condition before
daylight on Saturday.
Fowler plans to make an early morning start, as by so doing he expects
to get over the summit of the Sierras
before the wind rises.
He said today he would try to make
Ogden in two days, flying 150 miles
in the morning and 150 miles in the
afternoon. He expected by four or
five days of extra effort to make up
the time lost by the accident. ' ;
Waiting for Better Weather.
Callcoon, N. Y., Sept. 15. James
Ward, who is attempting to fly from
New York to San Francisco, is still

here, where he alighted last night

He said he would not resume his flight

until the weather clears.

SEMI FINALS IN
AMATEUR GOLF CONTEST.

i

New Mexican;
(By Special ideas' wire
Rye, N. Y., Sept. 15. When the
s
in the amateur golf championship were finished at Apawamis
today, H. H. Hilton, of England was
five up on Charles W. Inslee of New
Rochelle, N. Y., and Charles Evans.
Jr., of Chicago, was 3 up on Frederick
Herreschoff of Manchester, Vt.
semi-filnal-

TXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
TAFT

FIFTY-FOURT-

CELEBRATED HIS
BIRTHDAY.

Beverly, Mass., Sept., 15.
This was President Taft's 54th
birthday anniversary. Congrat-

ulatory messages poured
from all over the world.

'

f

X New Mexican tomorrow.

(Continued
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I

J

'

.

on Page Five.)
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MftBSMlSTAS THREATEN ATTACK LEFT THE SILVER AHD NOTES HE LEAVES

(By Special Leased Win to New Mexican;
Beverly, Mass., Sept. 15. The resignation of Dr. Harvey W, Wiley, chief
of the Bureau of Chemistry in the
Department of Agriculture and probably the best known food expert in
the government service, will not be
asked for by President Taft, despite
recommendations that; it be requested
made by the personnel board of the
department and indorsed by Attorney
General Wickersham.; The "condign
punishment" for Dr. Wiley, which Mr.
Wickersham held to be necessary, will
rot be meted out by the chief executive.
No Criticism.
The president's opinion, carrying no
word of criticism for Dr. Wiley but
many a word of praise, was made public here today. There is no indication
in It that the president feels that he
"turned down" Mr. .Wickersham by
not accepting his recommendations;
He explains that the attorney general's findings were made with less complete data than was before him when
he took it up.
.

v

in

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

STRIKE FAMINE

decided."

Sympathizes With Wiley.
The government he says, "ought not
to be at a disadvantage in this regard, and one cannot withhold one's
sympathy with an earnest effort by
Dr. Wiley to pay proper compensa;
tion and secure expert assistance In
the enforcement in so important a
matter as the pure fo0d law. Especially so in the ljeginaliiS!. when the
questions arising under it are of capi
tal importance to the public'
he
resident's conclusions,
The
says, were ready weeks ago, but he
did not put them on paper because
be hoped for a time for the report of
the committee of the House of Representatives that was investigating the
department of agriculture.
Shake Up Indicted.
That this statement indicates a
in the department
serious shake-u- p
next winter was freely predicted here
today. There have neve been any Intimations that Secretary'Wilson was
disposed to retire and It is not believed here that the president would
require him to do so. A general clean,
up of affairs in the department, how
ever, could easily be required by the
president and carried through when he
returns to Washington in November.
Rusby Upheld.
The "Wiley case" arose over the

employment by the bureau of chemistry of Dr. H. H. Rusby, of New York,
pharmacognosist of the bureau. In
effect, Dr. Wiley, Dr. L. F. Kebler,
chief of the drug laboratory, and Dr.
W. D. BIgelow, assistant chief of the
bureau, were charged with having con
spired to pay Dr. Rasby a salary of

(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special teased TTIre to p Mexican!
New Westminster, B. C, Sept. 15.
Boston, Mass., Sept. 15. President
ing trouble in Juarez tomorrow when Thrqe hundred and fifteen thousand Taft will leave Boston by way of tho
Mexican Independence is celebrated,! dollars were stolen early this morn- Boston and Albany railroad tonight et
many families are moving across to ing from the branch of the bank of 7:35 for his long western tour. The
the American side and will camp out Montreal in this city. Five burglars train which consists of a 150 ton
cn the river bank until after the entered the bank by the front door, locomotive and bIx
cars, Just out of the
celebrations. On the surface, there broke through tho thin metal coating shops, is due at Worcester at 8:45:
is no signs of impending conflict in of the vault, blew the safe by charges
Pittsfield at
Springfield at 10:24;
The ' garrison
Juarez.
has been of
and got clear away 12:18 and at Albany 1:40 a. m., Syra
insur100
with
former
strengthened
with their booty without being seen cuse 6:30 a. m., and et Erie, Pa., at
recto soldiers making about 600 now. except by a Chinese
They 8:13 p. m., on Saturday. The president
to
threaten probably escaped down the Frazer Riv- will leave
The Magonistas continue
Erie at 8:21 a. m. on Monthe town and tonight has been set er by a launch or else by automobile day. He will deliver an
address at
for making an attack, but it is not toward Vancouver.
Erie on Saturday night. It is estimat
believed one will be made.
There was in all $350,000 in the ed that between 40,000 and 50,000 rail
bank safes. Chie1J,of Police Brad-sha- roadmen will be directly concerned
ADMITS
GOVERNMENT
believes the men would have and engaged in handling the presiSITUATION IS SERIOUS,
taken it all if they could have carried dential party.
it. As it was, they took all they could
Imperial Edict Orders Tan Fang to
carry away, leaving all the silver and DISTINCT IMPROVEMENT
Raise Siege of Cheng Tu in
notes of small denominations as well
ON STOCK MARKET.
Sze Chuan.
hundred-dollaand
(Bv Special Lrasea Wire to New Mexican) as damaged five
bills lying around the floor
Peking, Sept. 15. An imperial
Early Trading Was Heavy Enough to
edict issued today admits that the sit- and tables of the room of one of the
Depress Prices but List
uation in Sze Chuen is dangerous and clerks.
Soon Rallied.
The first known of the robbery was
orders Tsn Chun Suan to proceed
r
when a Chinese
hither immediately.
appeared (Bv Special Leased Wire .o New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., Sept. 15 A disTuan Fang, the director general of at the police station et about 5:30 and
is
the Hangkow Sze Chuan railway,
tinct improvement in the stock margave the alarm.
instructed to devise measures for
ket from yesterday's nervous and erBroke Down With Auto.
That the robbers are still in the ratic fluctations was evident during
raising the siege of Cheng Tu, capital
cf Sze Chuan, at once.
vlcnity is apparent by the finding of the morning. In the early trading, the
The British river gunboat WTldgeon a powerful automobile stolen from T. selling was heavy enough to depress
is leaving Sui Fu Tor Kiating today, J. Trapp's garage, broken down in prices, but the list soon rallied under
front of the Y. M. C. A. building. It the stimulus of an Improved demand
Troops Mutiny.
15. Several is thought the yeggs started to get such as
Sept.
Chung Kung,
brought about yesterday's
American families from Kiating and away in the machine, and then had sharp recovery. Prices fluctuated in
here
safely. to abandon it. Usually there is a a narrow manner durine th wrnnd
elsewhere have arrived
Two thousand modern troops outside watchman on the premises, but last hour and
although the list showed
Chang Tu have not yet joined the week he went on his vacation. It is slight irregularity at times, the underto
the
refuse
obey
They
evident the robbers knew of this, for tone was good and the average level
besiegers.
viceroy or to participate in the revo- in his room, the loot was tied up and was considerably above
yesterday's
that
Is
reported
blankets from his bed were used to
lutionary scheme. It
the students of the military college deaden the noise of the explosion. closing.
Bonds were irregular.
have joined them.
After a survey by bank officials soon
When the foreign buying stopped.
after 10 o'clock this morning, it was Union Pacific went off to 159 comATTORNEYS FOR INSURRECTO
officially stated that the robbers got pared with ICO
Its highest figure.
GENERAL WIN FIRST ROUND. away with $315,000.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
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care-take-
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ten-doll-

care-take-

Chinese Janitor Sandbagged.
From the thoroughness of the Job
But C. Ap Rhys Pryce Still Has
and the tools with which the work
Charges of Murder, Arson and
was done, the local officers believe
Robbery to Face.
the same gang that has been at work
(Bv Special leased Wire to New Mexican) In Vancouver turned the work here.
15. A It Is impossible to
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept.
say just when the
preliminary victory was scored by at men effected their entrance Into the
torneys for General C. Ap Rhys Pryce, bank, but it is presumed that it was
former leader of insurrecto forces in some time about 4 o'clock this mornLower California, when he came ing for when the Chinese janitor arbefore TJ. S. Commissioner Van Dyke rived shortly after 4 o'clock to clean
today to fight extradition to Mexico. up, he found the three men had been
Pryce's attorneys, acted for separate doing a little cleaning up on their
hearings for their client on the three own account and before the Chinaman
charges against him, murder, arson could give the alarm, he was sand;
robbery, and although the prosecution bagged, gagged and tied to a chair.
contested the motion, the commission Then the robbers proceeded to collect
er granted It. The hearing on the the gold and bills from the vault and
robbery charges are scheduled for left the building some time before 5
this afternoon.
o'clock, taking more than a quarter of
a million with them.
He had managed to work his bonds
HARMON WOULD NOT
RUN FROM PRESIDENCY. loose after the robbers had departed.
Chief of Police Bradshaw hurried to
No Man Would Care to Refuse It He the scene, and all of the available officers were pressed into service, but the
Declares at Spring Lake Cononly clue obtainable was that given
ference Today.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) by the .Chinaman.
Spring Lake, N. J., Sept. 15. "No
man would run away from the presi- BIG RECEIPTS OF WHEAT
dency of the United States," said GovCAUSE PRICE TO DROP.
ernor Harmon of Ohio this afternoon
when asked if he was a candidate for Warm Weather and Weak Cables
the Democratic Presidential nominaEased Corn, Oats Were Pulled
tion.
Down; Provisions Heavy.,
.

with the understanding that he
was to do only enough work to secure X PITTSBURG NATIONALS
GET AWAY WITH CUBS.
this amount at tharate of $20 a day. X
'
National.- This was held to violate the acts of $
X
Sept. 15.
Pittsburg,
March
1898,
15,
Congress approved
SS
R. H. E.
which declared that no classified sci1
5
entific investigator should receive X Chicago
.....3 10 0
Pittsburg
more than $9 a day. In addition to the
recommendation that Wiley he allowed to resign, the personnel board
held that Dr. Rusby should be dismissed that Dr. Kebler be reduced and AETNA
HAS
that Dr. Bigelow be allowed to quit
the service. None of these recommendations is upheld into the president's
$1,600

............2

Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Sept. 15. Big receipts
expected from now on at Winnipeg
.brought about weakness today in
wheat. The opening was quarter to
lower. December started
half, at
a loss of
to 2
at 96' to
and sagged to 97
The close
was steady with December at 95
a net loss of
Warm weather and weak cables
eased corn. December opened
to
to
down at 64
and seemed inclined to hold steady at
64.3-8- .
The close was steady with
Dec.
not lower at 641-4- .
For a while, generous offerings tended to pull lower the market for oats.
December started
to 4 off
to
and rallied to
at 45

Food Supply Depleted and
Transportation Systems
Are Tied Up

V
Dr. Kebler Reproved.
Dr. Kebler is reprimanded for disingenuous conduct" in his letter writing to Dr. RuBby, and the president

says that the letters suggest a "willingness to resort to evasion," that
calls for official reproof. Dr. Bigelow
is held to have been "overzealous"
and a reprimand by Secretary of Agriculture Wilson, to whom the opinion,
which is in letter form, is directed, is
ordered by the president.
Experts Should Not Be Limited.
Dr. Rusby is held to be as guiltless
as
in this particular, - j. A
charge against him, however, of securing the appointment on the "common laborers roll,, of a physician and
expert "whom he could use to do his
work at a very small stipend when he
himself was caltad away," the president holds to be "not especially creditable." The case, the president says,
has made apparent the "doubtful legislative policy of placing limitations
upon bureau chiefs to exact per diem
compensation for experts."

X
X
X
X
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PLANS

FAILED

Disturbances Are Reported
From Bilbao, Malaga, Seville
and Guipuzcoa.

IIEIUIS51IS

4)

.

The. market .experienced another
but as soon as prices went
to a small fraction under yesterday's
closing buying orders were uncovered
and the list hardened again.
The close was steady.
The afternoon market was a suc
cession of decline and rallies with
prices in no instance getting for
away from yesterday's closing V. S.
steel and the Harriman stocks broke
to the lowest of the day before the
close and the whole market went off
in sympathy, with some recovery aft
erwards.
set-bac-

1-- 2

4

'

Closing Quotations.
New York, Sept. 15. Copper spot
11.9512.05; Lead dull 4.p54.55; Silver 52
Prime paper 4
Mexican
dollars 45; Call money 1
2
per
4

8

cent; Amalgamated 551-4- ; Sugar 116;
Atchison 1017-8- ;
Great Northern pfd.
1221-4- ;
New York Central 101; Northern Pacific 1131-2- ;
Reading 1381-2- ;
Southern Pacific 106
Union Pacific 159; Steel 61-4- ;
Steel,
GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
WRECKED IN IOWA.
Mail

Car Was Overturned and Three
Clerks Were Injured, but Pas,
sengers Escaped.

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcaai'
Davenport, la., Sept. i5. The Rock
Island Golden State Limited, No. 3.
westbound, was derailed Just east Of
the station at Ainsworth, la., today
Three mail clerks "were injured when
the mail car was derailed and over
turned. The engine remained upright
and the engineer and fireman
escaped
injury. No passengers were hurt.
HOVAL

'It

'

1--

3-- 4

Hundred of Them Are Pour
ing Out Lava, Ashes and
Dense Smoke

4

2

1-- 2

DAMAGE ALREADY

$2.000.000

Fiery River Has Separated Into
Four Main Forks Threatening Towns.

tBy Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Catania, Sicily, Sept 15. Clouds of
smoke from Mount Etna hid the sky
and made the atmosphere intolerable
today. The volcano continued to throw
out lava, cinders and ashes from the
craters and a hundred new fissures,
The river of lava flowing to the north
has separated into four main streams,
the largest of which is moving toward
Alcantara and is two miles from
The railway station at
is in immediate danger. It
The plans of revolutionary leaders Twenty-Thre- e
True Bills The grand is estimated that the present eruption
for a general uprising seem to have jury at Silver City, returned- - 23 true has caused so far a property
loss of
failed.
bills, two of them for murder.:

(By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican)
: Madrid,
Sept 15. The strike situation in Bilbao and throughout the
province of Biscay grows' more alarming, despite the vigorous measures resorted ; to by the government Matters have now been aggravated hy the
depletion of the food supply and the
tie up of transportation systems.
of a like character are reported from Malaga, and Guipuzcoa.

and became dull.

A. SMITH OF
ARIZONA VINDICATED.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 15.
is
a matter of sldcere regret to me that
the government should have ; been
placed in the position of accusing of
dishonesty and fraud persons whose
45
was above reoroach" rf
Slowness at the yards made provi- conduct
sions heavy.
First sales were 2 2 writes the attorney general of the
to 7
under last night with January United States to S. S: Klngan, special
representative of the department of
delivery 15.90 for Pork, 9.20 to 9.22
Justice, in directing that all the cases
for lard, and 8.30 for ribs.
against Hoval A. Smith and associates
of Bisbee, Ariz., he dismissed.
TWO OLD BUILDINGS
DESTROYED IN LARAMIE

.

REV0LUT1NARY

Other International stocks were not
much depressed and the whole list
subsequently rallied a good fractien

(Br

S

xxxxxxxxxxxxx

opinion.

r.

.

..

SPAIN

BOSTON TONIGHT

Chinese Care Taker Gave Alarm Bran New Train of Six Cars to
But Desperadoes Made
Be Hauled by 300,000
Good Escape.
Pound Engine.

Intimation That Radical Action Garrison Strengthened by Hundred Insurrecto Soldiers
May Be Taken to Make
Clean-UFrom Interior.

Trouble for Department
In the opinion, the president admits what has been well known to
maiy persons close to the administrationthat there is trouble in the department of agriculture. Speaking of
the Congressional Inquiry into that
department, unfinished at the last
to be taken up again
AVIATORS APE RESTING. session, but
"The
Mr. Taft says:
next
winter,
BOTH TRANSCONTINENTAL
broader issues raised by the Investi
a much weighter
Bad Weather Prevents Ward From gation, which have
than 'this one to the general
relation
.
Fow-N.
Y.
Leaving Callcoon,
efficiency of the department, may reler Starts Tomorrow.
quire much more radical action than
the question I have considered ana

.

Rein-gard-

DEPABTMENT

FOR

p.

j

ft

TROUBLE

Fran-cavill-

Soli-cohla-

a.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Laramie, Wyo., Sept. 15. In a fire
in a Japanese restaurant today, Yeno,
the proprietor, lost $855 in bills
which he had planned to deposit as
soon as the bank opened. Two build
ings were burned, but both were old
wooden structures, one of them the
second oldest building in town.
DRUNKEN ROW AT
WEDDING ENDS IN MURDER
Pueblo, Colo., Sept 15. While a
wedding was celebrated with much
"vino," last night, Sablno Oallegos

xxxxxssssssnxssstyjt
X PRIMARIES
SEPT. 22;
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

CONVENTION

SEPT. 25.

At a meeting of the Republl- can Central Committee of San- ta Fe county held in the offices
of Thomas B. Catron, chairman
last night it was decided to
hold the Republican primaries
in the precincts of the county
Friday, September 22, and the
Republican county convention
'
Monday, September 25.
The county central commlt-vtee is composed of Thomas B.
Catron, John Pflueger, M. A.
Ortiz, Jose Dolores Garcia,
Jose Ortls y Pino," Victor Orto-ga, Ramon L. Baca and George

X

X
X

X'
X
X
"X
X
X
X

was shot through the head and drop
ped and Amarante Chaves was fatally X
wounded. Juan Cipriano, who is ac- X
cused of firing the shots In a drunken X W. Armijo.
frensy, escaped.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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The Little Store

YOU NEED

IS

CAW
No Sick

ton acted as best people. The couple
left for a few days' sojourn in Glen- -

H
!

TONIGHT

Headache, Bilious Stomach,
Tongue or Constipated
Bowels by Morning.

Turn the rascals out the headache,
the biliousness, the indigestion, the
sick, sour stomach and foul gases
turn them out tonight and keep them
out with Cascarets.
Millions of men and women vke a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver clogged bowels or an upset stom.
ach.
Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascaret3 cleanse and regulate
your stomach; remove the sour, undigested and fermenting food and that

Try Rocky Ford Water Melons
They are so Delicious.

IT

misery-makin- g

GROCERY

EF!

WE

GIVE

TICKETS

REGISTER

Telephone No.

Santa Fe.

Southern Corner Plaza,

WITH

CASH

ALL

40.

PURCHASE8.

The Delicatessen Store

IT ALL GETS INTO THE

We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

cued, almost drowned, remaining un
conscious for several hours during
which her life was despaired of.

i

Santa

Fe

BUY ONE OF OUR SAWS AND IT WILL BE THE BEST SAW
"YOU EVER SAW."
ALL OF OUR HARDWARE WILL
STAND
THE HARDEST
WEAR. LONG YEARS IN THE BUSINESS HAVE TAUGHT
US
THE KINDS THAT BEST STAND THE TEST.
WE ARE HERE TO STAY A LONG TIME, AND WE KNOW WE
CAN DO BEST BY SELLING THE BEST.

It's a busy old world in a busy old! Three
0perationsat Las Vegas.
Wood-Davi- s
Co.
'
Three operations occurred at Las
And each moment bring, news of some
Vegas on Tuesday. Mrs. P- Moope
U. S. Court at Albuquerque.,
trouble or crime;
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We Have It
Phone 14
submitted to a difficult abdominal
U. S. court will convene at Albuquer
There s a great flood in China, a new operation. Abenacio Alcon of
Spring,
next
que
Monday.
ditch on Mars,
,,
nnBr-toofc
f
Or a hundred are killed in a wreck of
hip an(TAfo1Se Torres of Wagon
the cars,
k'ound was treated for a fracture of
There s a child lost in Kansas, a tne arm. An three
patient8 arfi flo
FOR THAT SUMMER
corner in wheat,
OUTING
iRg nlcely t0(J
,
An old woman is injured while cross-GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
ing the street
MEXICAN HATS
Chicago, 111., Sept. 15. Wheat-S- ept.
Quai, Seaon
And it all gets into the paper.
917-8- ;
Dec. 95
Already the ,ooa,
&n
New
Full
aud
Assortment
of Unique San Juan Potter)
Corn Sept. 67
Dec. 641-8- .
.
.
.
shining up their guns in anticipation
n
Latest in Hand Color- Oats Sept 42
f the 0pn,ng o (,uail Sason n 0
Artistic
Dec. 451-4- .
wiJe y0UF
a
Pork Jan. 15.85.
b,rdS
inf Post Cards.
Framing.
Your political'party's engaged in some
,a,thth lower
Lard 'Sept. 9.35; Dec. 9.20.
coun.
strife- Ribs Jan. 8.271-2- .
in
am"
Vcom-S'ZeJ8
be
It may
that great fortune is
' py
Fe
Curio
ln
6
tneIr
Wool.
ap
in
ing to you
he
Oct-hiLas
Veasbortot
St. Louis, Mo., Sept., 15. Wool mar"mge".
Or your enemy gets what Is plainly
San
Francisco
Street.
er 1 com8 m Sunday th's year and ket steady.
due- Territory and western
Pected that the rising of ihe mediums 17201-2- ;
Fine mediums 18
It may be that your enterprise brings !ltun
that m"ng will see many a
19; fine 1115.
you success,
Or some plan you've adopted turns out ?"".tsma.n wltn gun on his shoulder
Livestock
hitting the trail in search of his fav
a bad guess ,
15. Cattle Receipts
Chicago,
Sept.
orite
game. Las Vegas Optic.
Still it all gets into the paper.
2,500. Market steady. Beeves $4.90
west8.10; Texas steers
Drink Leads to Killing.
To a sensible man the conclusion is
ern steers $47; stoskers and feer-er- s
The case of Fred Higgins of
plain,
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE
$35.70; cows and heifers $2.25
: :
who shot and killed the jailer
If you don't read the paper you're liv.V
6.30; calves $6.259.50.
of the' Dona Ana county jail last
in
vain;
ing
For unless you keep posted on what's spring, came up for trial in Silver to Hogs Receipts 12,000. Market slow
weak.
Light $6.85 7.40; mixed
City today. At the preliminary exam
being done,
All
of
You might just as well
order yourl'nation fitnesses testified that Lam- $6.807.40; heavy $6.657.30; rough
to
choice
bert
$6.85
good
$6.656.85;
Reinhart
and Manuel Candelario
heavy
monument stone,
Ale
Hijch
7.30; pigs $4.607.05; bulk of sales
Go quite out of business and lie down were drinking and singing in a saloon
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
at Las Cruces one night. Hieeins $6.907.25.
and sleep
Sheep
Receipts "12,000 Market
And then let your friends bury you arrested the men and took them to
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
jau. mere was a misunderstanding steady. Native $2.254.10; western
quiet and deep
at
the
Jail
which
led to the death of $2.504.10;
$3.704.60;
yearlings
And that, too, will be in the paper
SANTA
MINERAL
CO.
lambs, native $45.90; western $4.25
Tranquilino Lopez, the jailer.
Madin Denver.

Hardware

A

MARKETJREPORT

n

...

RETAIL

&

in

fired five shots at Patrick Sullivan, 21,
an employe of a restaurant, while the
latter was walking with Spangler's
daughter, TJla, 17. None of the shots
bit Sullivan. The shooting occurred
cn a downtown street. Spangler fled
after the shooting into the Little Bull
mountain section and was followed
by a posse, but has not yet been located. The father of the Rirl has re
peatedly warmed, Sullivan to cease
his attentions to TJla.

Divorced From Suffragette.
Because his wife was a suffragette
and was active in politics in Denver,
when he lived in that city, Thomas' P.
Zimmerman secured a divorce from
her in the circuit court at Kansas
City. Zimmerman charged his wife
neglected her home and spent , his
PAPER. money.

M

WHOLESALE

by Zook's Pharmacy

i

..

LOUIS NAPOLEON

191 Black.

Stubborn Colds May Lead
to Consumption
Pia yon ev;r have n cold

wood Springs, Colo., before Teturning
to their new home in Raton.

j

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
Phone,

gas; take the excess

bile from your liver and carry out of
the system all the decomposed waste
matter and poison in the intestines
and bowels. Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret tonight will surely
straighten you out by morning. They
work while you sleep. A
box
from any drug store means a clear
head and cheerfulness for months.
Children love to take Cascarets be
cause they taste good never gripe or
sicken.

C

15, 1911.

that, woaM
not lot bo: a couth that persisti-itthat
prevented s!ep. and made waking hours
Bank Furnishes Money An El Paso
miserable?
Eikmau's Alterative Is the
proper remedy in such cases. Perhaps
bank has agreed to furnish $20,000 to some
medicine mar be effective
the Elks at as Vegas toward the erec- - where simple
it Is enly a tickling 'in the throat:
I
hut
wnej your chest is sore and
tion of their club house. Winchester
remedies don't answer then take simple
Eck-ma- n
s Alterative.
Cooley and E. E. Perrenot negotiated
Neglect often lends to
s
more
trouble: a case la point folthe loan.
lows:
71s Cherry St.. Thila.. Pa.
Gentlemen: In July. M03, I first noticed
the
conditions
that showed I had
Fell Dead on the Street His Jugu
I lost weiaht
Consumption.
had
rapidly
lar vein severed, Robert Morris rush
a hollow conch, hemorrhages
ami very
severe nisht sweats.
ed out of a house at El Paso and fell
My brother recommended Eckman's Alterative.
In the Fall
dead. Annie Enos, herself badly
of 11H.I.) I began to take it. At this
time
I am perfectly well and robust. My apj
beaten and cut, was arrested, and depetite is good and my weiaht has inI
clared she did the killing in self-de- creased from 110 to HO pounds. Not a
trace of my old trouble remains. I will
fense,
gladly express the merits of this medicine to anyone."
M. L. GHKHAIiDT.
(Signed,
Little Girt Nearly Drowns,
e
Eckman s Alterative
in BronLona Netherton, four years of age, chitis, Asthma. Hay is
Fever; Throat and
and in upbuilding the
tell into the Las Cruces ditch from Lung 1 roubles,
system. Hoes not contain poisons, opiates
g
a bridge and was carried 150 feet or
drugs. Asknfor booklet
down tne ditch before she again ap
pf cured cases and write to Eckman
Laboratory, Pliihrtlelphia. Pa., for more evipeared on the surface and was res dence. or sale by all leading druccists and

Coafd

DENVER BREAD

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

"

'

8

5hlvI'"1?

Santa

-

'

SEPTEMBER

Trail

Company

s

j

Is a Good Month to Start a New Lawn!

i

Sow Fancy Kentucky Blue Grass

Why Import Mineral Water?

Ros-wel- l,

Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

ten months. They have hundreds of
In New Mexico
satisfied customer
and Arizona.

Chlckerlng Bros.
8uh and Lane.
Co.

A

Schiller.
Victor

;

The Square Music Dealers

::

CO.

Albuquerque,

::

N. M.

Established

1900

Dawson Coal.

Pear and Apple Boxes.
Flagstaff
Gtt your order in. The price is right.

Near Union Depo

PHONE, RED 100.

FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
AND PEAR BOXES
ORDERS TO

Phone

Strikes Normal School

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

CERRILL08

4.75.

girls.

Lump

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Market
Hogs
Receipts' 3,500.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
steady to weak. Bulk of sales 6.85
7.05; neavy $6.907; packers aAd
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
butchers $6.857.10;
lights $6.85 '
85
Telephone
7.10.
Telephone 85
Saloons Closed Two Days The auV
None; market
thorities at Juarez have ordered the
Sheep Receipts
saloons
closed
steady; muttons, $2.903.60; lambs,
Three Deaths at Albuquerque.
today and Saturday because of the celebration of
Miss Katherine Hite, a Los Ange- - $4.25 5.50; range wethers and yearlles school teacher, died at Albuquer- ings, $3.004.25," range ewes, $2.50
Day.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
que suddenly yesterday. Mrs. Beatrice 3.75.
Estate Worth Three Quarter Mi- Sisneros of Boulder, Colorado, died
DRUNKEN
OFFICER
estate
STRIKES
of
the late Richard yesterday at the home of her sister.
llionsThe
WIFE ON DEATH BED.
FOR C AI F ,mProved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
Caples of El Paso has been appraised Mrs. Clara Garcia at Albuquerque.
at f758.955.66.
OILL andRancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Jose Candelario, aged 45 years, died
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 15.
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water
at Albuquerque yesterday, leaving a
rjghts
Gunner Henry McEvoy of the United
Ten Blind Children Seven blind wire and three children.
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
States navy, is on trial before a court
boys and three blind girls passed
martial at the Mare Island Navy yard
through El Paso yesterday for the terFireman Killed.
for drunkenness. It is alleged that
Modern Residences for Rent.
ritorial asylum for the blind at Alamo-gordE. E. Smith, a locomotive xireman. he was intoxicated when he struck his
was killed on the Santa Fe Railroad, wife on the
day of her death and that
at Ash Fork, Arizona, by falling from she then committed suicide.
103
Two Plead Guilty Rafael Domin-gue- z
the footboard of the engine.
Palace Ave.
pleaded guilty to unlawfully
drawing and carrying a deadly weapWill Race at Clayton.
FOR MEDJEOPLE
on, at Silver City, and Andrew Miller
High Fly, a pacer, and Miss Schucks.
to larceny of a mare.
a trotter, owned by T. E. Pollock of Old Folks Should Be Careful in Their
Flagstaff, Arizona, passed over the
Selection of Regulative Medicine.
In
Frost
Wyoming.
Santa Fe yesterday for Clayton, Union
(Reports from a minority of the
We have a safe, dependable and altowns of Wyoming say frosts have county, where they will race. They
will also race at the Albuquerque Fair.
killed gardens and checked growth
together ideal remedy that is particuWhile riding Bee Bird at Rocky Ford.
of vegetation for the year.
larly adapted to the requirements of
William Walters, an Albuquerque boy, aged people and
persons of weak conwas oamy Hurt.
stitutions who suffer 'from constipa
Fine ,Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Connelly Sekins.
tion or other bowel disorders. We are
In Sacred Heart church, Denver,
so certain that it will relieve these
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.
Stealing Horses.
James Connelly and Miss Susie SekThe stealing of horses from along complaints and give absolute satisins of Raton were married. Miss Gen- the
south border of the county dur- faction In every particular that we
Whet in Need of Anvfhfair
evieve Buckley and John Boyle of Ra- ing the past few months has aroused offer it with our personal guarantee
in the LIVERY LINE.
the farmers of that section till it is that it shall cost the user nothing If
Drivers Furaishd.
probable that if the thieves are caught it fails to substantiate our claims.
they will be severely dealt with. A This remedy is called Rexall Ordernumber of very good animals have dis- lies. Rexall Orderlies have a soothUse for Results
appeared, and as no trace of the ing, healing, strengthening, tonic and
Don Caspar Ave.
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
thieves has been secured, and 'no ar regulative action, upon the bowels.
They work directly on the KIDNEYS, rests made, the residents of the viclnl They remove all Irritation, dryness,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES, ty of Berino and Anthony are on the soreness and weakness. They restore
and their beneficial effect is felt from the lookout for the guilty parties, whom the bowels and associate organs to
more vigorous and healthy activity
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and it is believed are residents of the sec
They are eaten like candy, may be
but
are
conwho
tion,
with
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
working
CLASS HACK SERVICE
taken at any time without inconve-federates
across
line.
the
Rio Grande
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, IN
nience, do not cause any griping, nau
,4i
ff
For hire at Mmtar
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and Republican.
sea, dlrrhoea, excessive looseness, fla- CCIRICI'S BACI IKE
or other disagreeable effect.
TZ
nnoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
tulence,
'.
GC3KK, fcp.
"
ramcr onccw uauflnier. aweetneart Price HOn. 2Kfi nnd 10e. Sold onlv f.
they exercise a permanent benefit.
A. D. Spangler,
TONIO IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
proprietor of a ' our store The Rexall Store. Fischer 1
machine shop at Victor, Colorado, Drug Co., 232 San Francisco Street I EHMWt WMWiWIWW
For sale by all druggists.
at

Sil-

Married Today.
Miss Lola Baca and Cornelio Sando
val, were married today at Las Vegas
uy Kev. Paul Gllberton.

KziDr8,fK

'

19

Black.

C&L 'Phone 9

READ for PROFIT

f MORGAN LIVERY CO

Successor to B. P. Williams
purchased the entire tock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. William and will continue to operate it a a FIRST
CLA3S LIVERY where we will be ready at all time of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt ana efficient service ana trust to merit your patronage.
I have

Phone 139 Red

Wood

LIVERY STABLE

,

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N.M.
436 Canon Road.

dur-

Qoa

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

F. M. JONES.

FRUIT BOXES
SEND YOUR

J

Railroaders Laid Off for Drinking.
Kansas City, Sept 15. Cattle ReThe Santa Fe has laid off twelve of ceipts 1,000, including 100 southerns.
its employes at San Marcial for violat Market steady. Native steers $5.25
ing the rule that forbids railroad em 8; southern steers $4.805.60; southern cows and heifers $2.754.50; na
ployes, from going into saloons.
tive cows and heifers $2.507; stackers and feeders $3.505.80; bulls $3
Race Suicide at Las Vegas.
"western
Only five births were recorded at 425; calves $4.507.75;
Las Vegas in August and all were steers $4.507.25; western cows $2.75

vli

FRUIT BOXES

'

In Saloon

the New Mexico Normal School
ver City.

.
STANDARD Peach,

333 HICKOX STREET,

STITE

Francisco
was shot through the arm
ing a fight in a saloon at Juarez.
Shooting

Lightning

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Building Materials

Mm THE

Lightening shattered the flagpole of

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CUR10 CO.

WATER

6.00.

Jesse-Frenc-

N

FE

THE

letter, a telegram or a telephone

to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective plane
buyer that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema- n
Milton and the World Famous Cecllian
Co. will meet every customer
Interior Playet- - Pianos, and many more than half way In making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd satThis firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not on
ear load of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water.
Kinds
Soda,
Ball
Special
Ginger

-

7 PIANOS

PIANOS
i.earnard-Lindeman- n

45

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST

Santa Fe, N. M

1
j

i

;

'

I

?

CHAS. CLOSSON

I

1'.'

I

!

I

FIRST

,
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ONE WAY OUT.
A

Resident

Way.
Only one way to cure a bad Back.
Liniment and plasters may relieve

it;

They won't cure it.
Backache means sick kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills are lor bad
kidneys.
Santa Fe people back them up.
Read a case of it:
. Hilaria
Baca, Delgado St., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "About two and a
half years ago I gave a public statement telling of my experience with
Dona's Kidney Pills.
They completely rid me of pains in my back
which had troubled me oft and on for
months. When I stooped or brought
a strain on my loins, I suffered more
severely and there were various
other difficulties which convinced ine
that my trouble came from disordered
kidneys. I finally used Doan's Kid
ney Pills and they brought prompt
relief. I continued taking them and
it was not long before every symptom
of trouble had disappeared."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur-n
Co., Buffalo,
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
v
take no other.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
U. S. Land OUice at Santa Fe, N. M.
Department of the Interior,

September 12, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Ambrc-ci- o
on

Cano, of Golden, N. M., who

1907, made homestead, No.
for N 2 NW 4 Sec. 27, S
section 22, township 13 N,
SW
range 6 E, N. M. meridian, has filed
r
notice of intention to make final
proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before register
and receiver TJ. S. land office at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 19th day of October,

Feb.

l,

1--

10616,

2

1--

five-yea-

1911.

Claimant names as witnesses: Jose
B. Cano, Bernardo Cano, Daniel
Wright, Roberto Armijo, all of Golden.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Are You a Seller? An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate
on the market effectively. It will put
the facts of your property before the
eyes of all possible buyers.

SanGeronimo

I

CELEBRATION
Sept.

I

of Santa Fe Shows the

29-3-

Oct.

1, 1911.

This year will be the best
ever. Many new attractions have been added, Indian Dances and Sports
neyer before done in public. Horse Racing for which
good purses will be offered,
Broncho Busting, Balloon
Ascension and other attractions. Be sure and come
and bring your camera.

great common

AT

Progressives Formally Organ- Session of New Mexico Ed
ucational Association at
ized at Court House

Santa Fe

Last Night

SPEAKS WILL BE HELD IN

MC'CWUGH

Cleaned Up Most Important and Significant
Gathering in Territory's
Montana, and They Have
Work Here.
History.

Says Progressives

The Progressive Republican League
of Santa Fe county was formally or
ganized at a mass meeting held in the
court bouse last night and attended by
about a hundred people, including sev
eral ladies and two children.
The. officers elected were as follows:
President, Sa,muel G. Cartwright.
Secretary, William E. Griffin.
Treasurer, H. F. Stephens.
Vice presidents, one from each precinct of the county. Those in Santa
Fe: Jesus Gonzales, (Precinct 3)
Manuel Ortiz, (Precinct 4) R. H. Hanna, (Precinct 17) and Levi A. Hughes,
(Precinct 18). The president was authorized to name a committee of five
to form a finance committee to finance
the campaign.
The meeting was called to order by
R. H. Hanna, with Henry H. Dorman
as acting secretary, and David Gonzales as interpreter, Attorney H. L.
Ortiz following him in that role.
Mr. Dorman read the minutes of the
last meeting which were approved. He
also read the declaration of principles
of the new league which in turn were
translated in Spanish.
Levi A. Hughes made the speech
nominating Mr. Cartwright for president of the league and after paying a
tribute to his honesty and fearlessness
said that he would be the man to or
ganize the league in every precinct ol
the county. Dr. J. A. Massie seconded
the nomination of Mr. Cartwright, who
was elected unanimously.
Mr. Cartwright Speaks.
In accepting the office Mr. Cartwright made a brief speech in which
he said he appreciated the honor conferred on him and admitting that
there is much work in connection with
the post. "To organize any political
league, requires lots of work by some
one," he said.
Mr. Cartwright declared there is
need of a progressive league in this
county. He said that there were plen.
ty of men in the hall that night who re
membered the days when men were lit

(New Mexico Journal of Education.)
The New Mexico Educational Assoanciation will hold its twenty-sixt- h
nual meeting at Santa Fe, New Mexi1911. It will be
co, November
16-1-

the twenty-fift- h
anniversary and the
program has been arranged to mark
twenty-fiv- e
years of educational progress in New Mexico. From present
prospects it will be a record breaking
as well as an epoch making meeting.
The association proper will be in session from the sixteenth to the eighteenth day of November. On November 15th will occur the first annual
conference of county superintendents
of New Mexico and the first annual
conference of city and town superintendents and principals of the state.
The teachers of the United States Indian schools will also hold their annual conference in Santa Fe during
the Educational Association meeting.
It seems reasonable to suppose, .therefore that at least five hundred teachers will be present at this big convention. Standing at the door of statehood the occasion will be full of significance and every teacher, principal, superintendent and school officer
should feel it a privilige as well as
a duty to be present.

Speoial Railroad ' Rates.
The D. & R. G. and the New Mexico
Central railways have guaranteed a
rate of one fare for the round trip
and the Santa Fe will give a rate of
not to exceed one and
fare
on all its lines. The territorial board
of education has sent a circular
through the department of education
urging local school boards to grant
one-fift-

h

permission to teachers to attend with
pay. Many boards will no doubt assist in paying the expenses of their
teachers.
Tentative Program.
A complete program will be printed and distributed about October 1st.
The program as at present arranged
by the executive committee ia as follows:
Wednesday,
Conference
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Imperial Laundry
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November 15.
of ' county superintend-
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Proprietor.

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
BROTHERS

DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR
THE SOUTHWEST
COURSES-COMMERC-

Academic

INSTITUTION IN

LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC

IAL,

and Preparatory Courses
Boarding and Day Students.

form Separate Departments
Send for Prospectus

Studies Resumed
September 5th.

BROTHER EDWARD,

PRES

New MexLo Military

Institute

'

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Arm officers detailed by War
Department.
Through Academic course, prepar
ing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAKOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W ,M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. PINLET.

For partlculani and Illustrated
address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
Superintendent

Style

Duality

and

and

Fit

Comfort

A

A

Pleasing to the eye, the foot and
the pocket-booIn other words,
exclusive appearance, perfect fit,
and moderate price. We bel ieve
that no woman who sees these
shoes will pass them by. We
urge critical inspection.
k.

The Food Behind the Men
Behind the Gun
1

FOR MEN

'

When the American Battleship Fleet visited the Thames
last November, the London Daily Mirror sent a representative aboard the flagship with Instructions to find out the
cause of the superior physical condition of the American
Jack-tt.
over the average British
An officer of the American flagship, upon being questioned regarding the food of the American Navy, said : "They
have the best food of any navy on earth, and when they ask
for more like Oliver Twistthey have it without question."
Then the chief commissariat steward handed the newspaper man a sample breakfast bill of fare. It read :
.

They are corking good
shoes. The quality is
right there, and when

Blue-jacke-

ar

it comes to style and
fit they are so conspicuous that it is im-

the popular leathers,
PAT. CALF, GUN METAL; BOX CALF,
viwi mu, KUS5IAN CALr

Post Toast ies
are a delicious, nourishing: food made of white Indian corn.
Crisp and tempting, this food is the wholesome favorite
for breakfast with hundreds of thousands at home and
abroad.

" The Memory
'

LtipraS

' Pottum Ceiiurt
Co, Ltd,' Battle Creek,

J'--

i

MlchC.

to

overlook
them. We show, the
latest models in all
possible

Soft boiled eggs (two)
POST TOASTIES with milk
Bread, butterand coffee.

2hours:
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and

KSTEB, IL3(DII FUZ,
Gemrine Astec Spring Mineral Water.
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the first state

officers of New Mexi- co. From every part of New Mexico
one may hear of new converts to the
Republican ranks and men. who for
years have supported the Democratic
I
banner, who would never ask a son or
Isidoro to the Front.
servant vote any other ticket but the
Isidoro Armijo, former delegate to Democratic, have announced, in open
tue constitutional convention, is being frank letters, their allegiance to the
urged by his friends to run for the Republican party, ihree such cases
first state senate from the county of have been recorded in the county of
Dona Ana.
Taos, one in Rio Arriba and one in the
county of San Miguel, and every one of
Jones for Governor.
them are men who count, men who are
The Silver City Independent has a respected by their friends, as well as
long editorial urging the Democrats their enemies, and the mere fact ot
to nominate A. A. Jones of Las Ve-- j their turning will take away many a
gas for governor. That is a game the vote from the opposite party. These
Republicans can afford to help.
are the kind of men who are always
welcome in the Republican
ranks
Where He Belongs.
which does not discriminate between
.
E. C. Wade, Jr., of Las Cruces,
nounces that he will henceforth vote:
with the Democrats. He was a "Pro-- ' N v Gallegos Announces Himself.
'
Tucumcari, N II., Sept. 11, 1911.
tI
The Santa Fe New Mexican, Santa
Fe, N. M.
State School Superintendents.
Dear Sir The Republicans of my
benames
are
Among those whose
county (Quay county) believe that we
ing mentioned for state school super- - are entitled to a place on the state
intendents are James E. Clark, the ticket, and they have selected me to
present efficent superintendent; Aca-si- seek one of the state corporation
Gallegos, his assistant; A. B.
for which there will be
Stroup of Albuquerque; and T. W. three nominated in the state by the
state convention on the 2Sth Inst., at
Conway of Raton.
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
In looking at the geographical situRepublican Headquarters.
ation of our state, it seems that it is
Secretary Jose D. Sena and
ernor George Curry are working like only right that we should get one of
beavers at Republican
headquarters these three members
in the Catron block. Visiting Republi-The Republicans here are unani-canare urged to drop in. The head- - mous in recommending my name for
quarters are not for any particular the office as one of these officers, and
candidate but are doing the preliml- - I, therefore, seek your
in this movement. I shall greatly apnary work for the campaign.
preciate your efforts in my behalf.
Should I get the nomination and am
A Weird Idea.
The El Paso Herald urges the nomi- - elected to the office, I pledge myself
nation of one Republican and one to perform tne duties ot me office witn
Democrat for Congress and thus avoid care and watchfulness, and shall ad
a fight on the Congressional
ticket. vocate such rules ana regulations as
This is a weird idea. The Republi. may be to the best Interest of our
cans are not giving away any offices commonwealth, always with a view
this year and especially no Congress- to do justice to all litigants who may
man of whom there is great need at come before me, and no honest corporation need fear my action. What
Washington, D. C.
we need in New Mexico is a sound
administration, such administration
An Editor Who is Riled.
As to the further Insinuation that as will mean progress, in order to
the undersigned has not the sand to make this one of the greatest states
conduct an anti-gracampaign such 'n tne Union.
Thanking you for your efforts in
as Mr. Smith has inaugurated, it is
I am,
probably true. Two years editorial my behalf,
Very tru,T yurs.
work in Rincon is calculated to con-- '
V' galleg0S- sume considerable sand. The plain
m
truth is she is tired of the Job, soj
L" Vefl Sprucing Up.
unspeakably tired that she thinks of
heaven as a place where people sit! As the result of the efforts of the
down forever. Like the mayor of Hun-- ; decoration committee ior tne coming
newell, Kansas, she is convinced that republican state convention it is like- it is 'not a woman's job.' She has re--: ly that the streets of Las Vegas will
tired permanently from public life. be a moving mass of patriotic colors
She has a husband and two children when the visiting delegations arrive.
whom she is going to try to get ac- F. O. Blood, chairman, and other memquainted with, she expects to devote bers of the committee have evolved
herself to the peaceful occupation of an elaborate plan for the decoration
darning socks and sewing on buttons, of the Duncan opera house, where the
and hopes never to have a more per convention will be held, both inside
plexing problem to consider than how and outside. The committee, however,
to make over last season's gown of 1 anxious that the other buildings in
the string bean pattern to the squash the city be beautified.
model of today." Rincon Valley ReMr Blood has written to a firm in
corder.
Pueblo, Colo., which furnishes decorations and has asked for prices on
As They Stand.
the rental of flags. He' expects a reIt Is without question but that those ply soon. Mr. Blood believes that
men who are nominated in the Republican convention at Las Vegas will be
(Continued on Page 8lx.)"
!
You're Right.
From present indications, Mr. Bur- sum will be the Republican candidate
for ihe first governor of New Mexico.!
j
Silver City Independent.

jow

Rod 35 and hava
seders delivered.

fcSnrfef art saxzesfed to tk tUrsty as wcftkn
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NOVEMBER

ents.
erally "thrown out o.. a primary" beConference of city and town super
cause their views of progressiyeness
did not meet with favor. He contin- iutendents and principals.
Oratorical contest in the evening.
ued "For this reason a large number
November 16.
have stayed away from primaries, Thursday,
9:00 a. m. Enrollment
thoroughly, disgusted with methods
10:00 a. m. President's
address,
'.
used."
Jos. S. Hof er.
The speaker then referred to the inEducational Reminiscences of the
itiative and referendum and deplored Last Twenty-fiv- e
Years in New Mexithat these articles had been left put co, Hon. Hiram Hadley.
of the constitution. He took up the
Symposium Present Status of Ed
blue ballot which he said "would re- ucation In New Mexico.
Ungraded
Your last Chance to see the most pic
store to the people a slight portion of schools, Superintendent C. C. Hill
turesque festivities performed by the those laws denied them."
and Superintendent Bias Sanchez.
Come and
North American Indians.
He was applauded as he took his
Graded Schools, Mrs. Nora Brum- brinr your family and enjoy your- seat.
back and Supt. M. H Brasher
RAILROADS.
ON
RATES
ALL
selves.
Then followed the election of offi
Higher Education Dr E. McQueen
cers. This work done, the Rev. B. Z. Gray.
SIN GERONiMO COMMITTEE McCullough,
Indian Education Hon. Walter Pet
pastor of the First PresBox 30. Taos, N. M
byterian Church here and formerly of erson.
Appointment of Committees and
Billings, Montana, was asked to address the meeting on Civic Righteous- Announcements.
2:00 p. m. Section Meetings
and
ness. Mr. McCulloueh coneratiilatcd
Round Table.
KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS FOR Santa Fe on having a progressive
8:00 p. m. Symposium, The Teach- league and said that he attended the
Work.
HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
meeting Tuesday night and if he had eis'
The Teacher and the Home, MTs. R.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for been asked to speak there that night
F Asplund
your laundry on Mondays and Tues- he would have had to talk on the same
The Teacher and the Community,
days and deliver on Thursdays and lines and in a Similar manner to Mr. Dr W. E. Garrison.
Levi
A.
Hughes.
Fridays.'
The Teacher and the State, Hon. C.
I now yoie for men rather than
All work is guaranteed; your socks
r
L. Roberts.
are mended and buttons sewed en party," he continued. "I am frank to
Address General Educational Forc
say that I was born in a Republican es in New Mexico, Dr. E. L. Hewett
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122 home, and reared on Republican milk,
Social hour.
but I have voted the Socialistic, tho
Friday, November 17.
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
Prohibition, the Democratic and the
9:00 a. m. Meeting of the Educa
Republican tickets in an effort to elecs tional Council
honest men."
10:00 a. m. Symposium Vital Fac
Mr. McCullough denounced the "rine tors in School Progress.
rule" and "bossism" of Montana, and
The Teacher, Professor Frank Ca- said that it was the pride of that state roon.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
to retire Senator Thomas Carter from
The School House, Superintendent
the united States Senate and lay him J. H. Wagner.
La Salle Restaurant
on a shelf where it is hoped he will
The Curriculum, Professor E. L.
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
sleep the rest of his life. He said Car- Enloe.
School Supervision, Superintendent
ter's retirement was due to ProgresTelephone If.
sives who fought him because the L. C. Mersfelder.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store. did not believe he
11:30 p. m Business meeting.
represented the inRegular Meals 25 cents.
2:00 p. m. Meetings of Committees,
terests of the people, and added he beRooms for Rent 25c and 50c
lieved there is work cut out for Pro Sections, Round Tables..
Short Orders at All Hours.
3:30 p. m. Visiting interesting
'
gressives in Santa Fe county.
in Santa Fe.
or
points
the
success
a
of
nartv
BY
THE WEEK $5.00
BOARD
political
8:00 p. m. Address.
the speaker urged that men must be
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
Saturday, November 18.
New York Chop Suey 60c. nominated who "are clean and who
;
9:000 a. m. Meeting of the Council.
a record wmch they are not
Ideal Convention City.
afraid of bringing out for the scrutiny
It is generally admitted that Santa
ui ine puDiic.
Following Mr. McCulloueh. Dr a Fe, the second oldest town in the
Standley Small asked that information United States,. while retaining all its
be given about the precinct boundaries historic interest is making remarkable
For Best Laundry Work
so that every man will know Just in advances ia public spirit and civic
pride. The teachers who will attend
wnat precinct he lives.
the meeting in Santa Fe in November
Hanna
Attorney
then
brieflT
spoke
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
on ine iniquity of the hack room gov will find a growing city, but they will
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
ernment plan, which plan he admitted find the past of New Mexico suggestnaa been practiced by BOTH PAR- ed as in no other place. The oldest
'
house, the oldest church, the palace of
O.
K.
at
Barber
ency
Shop TIES. He said that this back room the
Spanish governors, the old Fon
O.
must
government
Mrs. P. Brown, Agent.
go and the people
must be allowed to nominate and elect dathe end of the Santa Fe Trail,
Fort Marcy, the museums of the Arch
Phone, Red No. 2 men who are fitted for office.'
fhoae Red No. 23.
The meeting was concluded by vari- aeological Society and of the Histori
ous speakers telling some of their ex- cal Society, the private collection ot
relics owned by Hon. L. B. Prince, the
S HACK LINE periences at primaries..
old houses and streets, an tell of sev
enow Bound With a Woman Hater eral stages in the development of New
Prom
a, great vitagraph drama well told Mexico.
Archaeological school. ;
BARRANCA TO TAOS i ne eiks' tonight.
During the past summer the Arch
aeological school has held a remarka
Meta Both North South
session here, with lectures and stu
'
Rt
; Reltov
CAT A R H of; ble
Bounds Trains.
dents from all parts of the United
States. You will make the acquain
Lesves Barranca on the arrival of
BLADDER tance
V
vi '
of the director of this unique inthe north bound train and arrives st
:
and all
Taos at 7 p. m.
stitution, one of New Mexico's best citizens, Dr. E. L. Hewett, who wal be
Tan miles shorter than any other
glad to welcome you to the Governor's
way. Good covert nacks and good :l ,v(
.
which Is now the home of the
teams. Faro 98.00 round trip. Teams ' VI II .
r U0Y) Palace
school. Seats Fe, besides having the
furnished commercial men to take In '
Amrfy
mmMAm.
y;
tho surrounding towns. Wire Embudo ' "" L.
"
y Him tf a -- "
on pace seren.)
"
i (Contlnoe
CI: "an
, ' ,
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A BRAVE MAN AND TRUE.

NEW MEXICAN

PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
rflLXICAN

Entered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Fa Postoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, per week, by carrier
Dally, per atonth, by carrier. . . .75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Oaiiy, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, sis months

1.00

rer year

60

,1

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper In New Mexico.
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amotut the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest

TEACHERS TOO LITTLE
School teachers are paid too little
the world over. One reason is that
the vocation has been overcrowded,
that every young man and young wo- mau, who did not take kindly to manuol labor and had no other white
shirt sleeve job in sight, turned to
teacting as the easiest way of making
a living.
But of late years, stand
ards have been set very high, even
here in New Mexico, and it is not
eery Tom, Dick and Harry who can
at this day qualify for teaching. Boards
of education are becoming more discriminating and select only the best
fronl the available material. In con
sequence, higher salaries must be
to maintain the high standards.
Thus far the wnffAR naid teachers
:r ,.v
compare very unfavorably with those
PAYING

THE JACKASS UNDER THE LION'S
SfclN.
Pro- All over the United States.
gressive Republican Leagues are be- ing organized. "Assistant Democrats,"
Judge A. L. Morrison, calls them,
The movement is one that is carefully
planned to split the Republican party
and to prevent the renomination of
President Taft next summer. The agi- tation has extended to the far west
ond paid organizers are reported to
be on their way to New Mexico to

-

1

1

.

i. J. PALEN.
L

How About That Fire Insurance? :

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW

ESPE

MEXICO.

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.

j

IN 1870.

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of persona! and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transm itting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully solicited.
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This man was Holm O. Bursum, and
the above is only one incident in a.

ESTABLISHED

:
:
Capital Stock,
$150,000
and
Undivided
Profits,
Surplus
80,000

d

Ing.- -

READ, Cashier.
F. MciANE, Assistant Cashier.

OF SANTA FE.

Santa Fe Planing Mill

single-hande-

J.B.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

!

I

.1

President

A. HUCHES

Then Act!

THE

2.00

Weekly,
Weekly, per quarter

15,' 1911.

!

Think About

$3.50

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

It was early one morning that a
messenger brought the tidings into
Santa Fe that a mutiny of desperate
convicts had occurred at the territo- rial penitentiary; that they had over-- j
powerea tne guarus; seizes tne arseIS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
nal; liberated all the prisoners and!
would terrorize the neighborhood.
It was at the breakfast table that
-several convicts seizing knives and
It!- forks, had overwhelmed the guards;
had rushed to the office and tied and
COMPANY
MOULTON gagged the prison
physician; had;,
made their way to the arsenal and;
would have gained their: desired end '
.
:
SANTA FE, N. M.
:
:
!
1, ..
GENERAL AGENTS,
uau I.
me uecisive
anu
it uui utjeu !lor .L.
courageous stand of the superintendent who flung himself upon the first
story landing of the main stairway
and grimly put down the mutiny. He
had to shoot down the ring leader;
had to wound another desperate character; had to expose himself to pos-- .
sihle death, but he knew his duty,
never hesitated a moment
t
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
While Captain J. P. Conner was getWindow Frames,
Wainscotting,
ting together a determined posse in
Mouldings,
town to march out to the penitentiary
Door Frames,
Ceiling,
Sash, Doors,
the superintendent put down
Casings, Base,
Run
Custom
Work,
Dry
Flooring
liba mutiny that threatened to
erate two hundred- convicts, and that
at a time, when his'wife had just giv-- ; Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
en birth to a child in a room adjoin-- ,
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
j

r.

IT. M.

Estimates cheerfully furnished.
career that has abundantly demon-- '
Specifications, Etc.
strated that he is a man brave and
create similar progressive leagues, as
true, a man wTho can not be intimi-- !
Phone Black 33166.
these will help greatly to put a Demdated nor frightened out of the path
ncrat. Into the White House at the
of duty. That may not be the kind
ext election.
of a man some people care to have
If you are particular you should buy your bonnet at
have
rw
advene street
as chief executive of the commonof the votis manifest from the
but
the
Colorado
reached
wealth,
majority
MRS. W. LINDHARDT'S MILLINERY STORE ON PALACE AVENUE,
... .
ers will agree with the New Mexican,
loiiowmg editorial in me rueoio, ioman
a
he
which
has
the
kind
of
is
that
lorado, Chieftain,
always
A I
the to entrust withproper
ICp 0ur goods are of the latest importations nothing old.
the responsibility of
demonstrated its fearlessness as an
where salaries of being the chief, executive
very
cities,
large
we have Beautiful Materials and understand how to use them.
at
this, a
independent newspaper:
$2,000 to $3t000 a year are no longer critical time, in the
the
of
Cohistory
of
"If the genuine Republicans
Clrx tha nthpr hflnri
m.r.nimnmiciial
party try districts, many a teacher does commonweath.
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among the various classes of consumr.yalty-h- ave
any doubt as to the po. Mt make more than flB0 to ?250 a
ers. It is of the very essence of scienREGULATION OF
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needed
is
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anywhere,
andif
year,
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, Bhno,s where one
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will be attend
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"Most
teachers
the
ento
need
do
can crusade all they
sumers is- impossible of attainment.
teacher is called upon to teach many ing the convention at Santa Fe," says
"But with accurate Information. as
lighten themselves is to consult the grades and pupils raised under the the Las Vegas Optic in speaking of
UTILITIES
PUBLIC
roster of membership of Governor mnst
to the value of the plant and proper
widely varying conditions. Says the meeting of the New Mexico Educa
Shafroth's Direct Legislation League. the Roswell Register Tribune:
distribution of the cost of service action Association at Santa Fe Novem
It will be found that the most promi- "Some
to modern systems of acinteresting information is ber 16 to 18. The indications ere that Governor Francis E. McGov-er- n cording it Is
nent men in the former organization
possible to make rate
counting
of
James
more
will
annual
five
in
hundred
and
teachers
fcuiid
the
report
are likewise active participants in the
schedules that are equitable to all
Tells How It Works
E. Clark, the last territorial superin- - be in Santa e at that time. It comes
classes of consumers, that yield a
I am ten days after the first state election
make the people believe that he is "aent of public instruction, and
Wisconsin
in
reasonable
rate on the Investment and
the
showing andris the proper period at which to
particularly attracted by
earnestly endeavoring to accomplish 111
that eliminate waste while promoting
teach-th- e
t0
the
reBard
formulate
educational
for
the
policies
schoi
through the Direct Legislation League rsthe maximum usefulness of the plant.
According to the report there the new state. The meeting will be
things he so signally failed to get
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to
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one
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of
the
year
highest importance
for the people from three different ses"The subject of service is closely
f
ew Mexico, and the educational interests of the new
sions of his Democratic legislature. Public scnools
related to that of rates. Like rates,
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state and every school district should
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More
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Rigid
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School
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in
represented.
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work.
months'
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time, but we do find fault with the so- ana a satisfactory system of cost ac- and pre- will gain for his or her school by mincalled progressive Republicans who about ten years' experience
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other
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pare aiding him in this respect and
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is
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When
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pay
qualified
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portions of the state, with educators of
of controlling and regulating ter and telephone service, have remuch less than the average mechanic ability and
reputation, and taking part public utility corporations to effect a ceived special attention at the hands
Republicans and are trying to inflict
in
a
trade
can
learn
who
in the discussions that will arise. San two-folfurther injury upon the party to which receives
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We, solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
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One of the Best Hotels in the West
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ROOMS IN SUITS WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service
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Large Sample
Boom for

Unexcelled

Com-

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

..DEALER

IN..

City Property, Farms and Ranch Lands

IRE

The EASLEY REALTY CO., Laughlin Bldf., Santa Fe., N. M.

MABEL EASLEY, Business Manager.

Special Attention Given to Collection of Accounts and Rents

consti-Consume-
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MONTEZUMA HOTELS

.

first-clas-

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
furnished,
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well lighted and ventilated,
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fine sample room.
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ROOM. FINE CUISINE
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Short Orders run Day

Night. Regular Meals 25c.
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222 San Francisco Street

Hot & Cold Baths.
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night, Friday, September 15. Special
business of paramount importance will
come before the meeting and all members are not only expected but .urgently requested to attend.
Fatally Kicked by Horse James
Black, aged 22 years, was fatally gick-e- d
by his horse on the Diamond A.
ranch near Roswell. Acute perltonk
tig set in and will result fatally;
Baker Sent to Jail William Mllle
a. baker, was given thirty days at Doming for robbing a fellow worker of a
razor.
Mrs. Smith Given Divorce Mrs. Lis-- ,
zie Smith was given a divorce at A1- -.

DMLYJMDJP

Fighting Blood. The spirit. of patriotism instilled In youth. It's at the
Elks' tonight
Half Inch of Rain Albuquerque was
luckier than Santa Fe yesterday, for
It had just fifteen times as much rain,
or .45 of an Inch.
Higher Saloon License The city
'council of Dealing has raised the saloon license in the Windmill City from
-' : $300 to $450 a year.
Fair weather Predicted Despite
the fair weather prediction yesterday,
it rained last night to ,tbe xtent of
.03 of an Inch and It was cloudy today
Smith for abandonment The couple
with showers 'in the .foothills. Fair were married ten
years' ago and the
weather is predicted for tonight and
of the only child, a boy, was,
tomorrow. The maximum temperature custody
given to' the mother.
yesterday was 74 degrees and
"
'
Dally 'Paper for Gallup Allen Bar55 degrees.
rett of the Estancia Herald, has de
Niece of Late . Archbishop
Makes cided to launch
a dally paper at GalProfession Sister Mary Pla, of the
to be called the Gallup Morning
lup
Visitation Order, in the world Miss Star
and whose first business. Is to.
Josephine Solignac, sister, of Ityght see to it that the McKinley county
Rev. Msgr. Joseph Solignac, ol New
to the Republican state conOrleans, and niece of the late Arch- delegates
vention line up for Sheriff Secundlno,
bishop Chapelle, made her solemn pro- Romero.
,
fession in Baltimore last week. The
of
cathe
was
Father
blessing
Holy
bled from Rome, as was that of Very VANDERBILT STABLE WINS
ANOTHER PRIZE IN FRANCE
Rev. Father Cormier, superior genera
of the Dominican Order,
t j
;
bf Special leased Wife to New Hexiesa)
Beavers to Meet There will be a Paris; Sept IS. W. K. Vanderbllt's
Polonaise finished, second la thi Prix
regular mejBtlB of flanta Fe
80 Independent Order of Beavers to-- Dubaa today at Malsona, Ifl,tte.
.
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PERSONAL MENTION

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
President

-

H. F. STEPHENS.
' '

Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst.

$

-

Established

.

1836.

,

I90J,

Incorporated
:

:

i LADIES

Cashier,
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-- I
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$

here

Fine Bread, 25c
Confectionery, Fruits and Groceries
FreshCreamPuf fs Wednesday 4 Saturday
Daily.

MILLINERY

O. Hoppenrath, an insurance man of
Pueblo, Colorado, is at the Palace.
Charles F. Boehm, a business man
of New York City, is at the Palace.
H. S. Foreman of Santa Fe is a business visitor in the city. Albuquerque Journal.
J. E. Hannum, manager of the Continental Oil Company at Albuquerque,
is in the city.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
has returned from Albuquerque- where
he went on business.
E. F. Ringland and Robert Rogers
of.the.TJ, S. forest service, are registered at the Montezuma.
John H. Riley and Thomas B. Catron expected to leave this evening for
Alamogordo on legal matters.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Poynter of Santa
Fe are spending several days in the
city. Albuquerque Herald.
Attorney Erward A. Martin of
San Juan county, is here on
hioinoa wo i ot tha T,ioa
Miss Ramfna Baca went to Santa
Fe yesterday to visit relatives and
friends. Albuquerque Herald.
W. Llewellyn of Boston, and C. E.

6 Loaves

Fhone, 152 Ked
AMADO

RECEIVED AT

Phone 49 Main

MISS MUGLERS.

take our word for it,
D ONT
don't take the Royal

GUTIERREZ, PROP.

Novelties in Cords, Tassels, Girdles and Band Trimmings

in Son Francisco
and two in Providence, R. I., is at the

Palace Hotel.

of
Bias
schools of Mora. county, is here from
Wflpnn TniinH tn nftpnrl tho moftHnc
of. the territorial board of 'education,
plflCC
of which he is a member.
IS
A. G. Pollock is a visitor in the city
from Santa Fe. Mr. Pollock is a spe- - ffUflrailtCCd
cial attorney for the government con- nected with the department of Indian DUl
DCSt
W3.V"
.
j .
Journal.
c
v
T. VV. Conway, of Katon, a member
ot the territorial board of education.
arrived in the city yesterday to attend
the board meeting today. He is super-- pOHCy. IlTSt
intendent of schools of the Gate City.
John R. McFie, Jr., of Santa Fe a
. t,
:
: . .. i . .
u
luucul ul
uuivttibiij, um
registered at the Coronado Hotel.
a
now
of
the
member
Michigan Law
Miss Fenwick of Daleville,, Indiana,!
Corn-Fe- d
is visiting Mrs. W. O. Conner at the School, came down last nigh to visit
I witn bis
former school mates. Albu- New Mexico School for the Deaf.
;
Harry Wheeler left this morning for Querque Journal.
Beef, Pork, Mutton,
Taos to continue work on the Catholic
Angus McGillivray is in the city
He
arrived yesterday
church that is being erected there irom Estancia.
Veal and Lamb.
Dr. H. B. Piatt left for his home in ' to spend several days on. business.
St. Louis yesterday, after a visit with Charles F. Easley, secretary of the
his daughter, Mrs. W. F. Brogan. Al-- ; board of penitentiary' commissioners
Home-Dressed
Poultry, Fresh
arrived in the city from Santa Fe yes :i
buquerque Journal.
'
Colonel Ralph Emerson Twitchell of terday. Albuquerque Herald.
Miss Helen Winter has issued invl-- i Fish, Fruits and Vegetables
Las' Vegas, assistant New Mexico soli- citor of the Santa Fe, 1s lit the city. ' tations to twenty of her young friends
for a party to be given this evening
,..-..Albuquerque Journal.
Charles A. Cooper of Kentucky, has at the home of her parents on Capi- - SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
taken a position with J. ,H. Gerdes. 101 avenue, In fconor of Miss Eleanor; BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS
He will bring his family j to Santa Jaffa, the daughter of Secretary and
Mrs- - Jaffa. who will
leave Sunday
Fe In the near future.
Refunded if Not Satisfactory
John H. Riley of Colorado Snrines. i morning for Wolcott college for girls Money
who has land and other interests at ln Denver, Colo.
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
-' - Tularosa, Otero county, Is in Santa:
i
MILLER INSPECTS ROAD WORK.
Fe on legal and other matters.
214 Don Gasper Avenue.
Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas,
came down last night to attend to le- - j
(continued irom page one.
gal business before the district court',
here today. Albuquerque Journal.
":s waler lrora me mountain streams.
B. S, Phillips, the well known lum-- !
,e company ooes not claim to own
l"e "a '
cnarges mat u
berman of Truchas, Rio Arriba county
PROPRIETOR.
Peo
where he is in charge of the lumber"
,nghtot
il:Z'A-""tCcamp, is at the Montezuma Hotel.
town of Alamogordo. and
a Jewelry salesman,
U
t tM
alleges that u la unab, t
coast to coast repre- - watcr
u
owlng to the fact-ft'Sanchfq,--3uperintendn-
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Kansas City
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New Novelties in Skirts and

I

'

Silk Waists

;

You cannot make a mistake in coming in and
, looking us over.
Our stock is new

;

and cannot help but please
COMPANY

SELGMAN
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till I r

'

Phone 36

O. Box, 219.
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WM. D. ARR1GHI

'ug" theater
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.

practically all appropriated by the
farmers and fruit growers in the
mountains above. In order to have
the court adjudicate the matter, the
company has filed a blanket sulti
A PRIVATE BOARDING HOUSE
all users of water. Officials of
against
242 Lower Palace Avenue ' tn office of the territorial engineer
are now in the Sacramentos making
Home Cooking
We bake our a survey of the land and the available!
own bread, pies, cakes, etc. The water and this report will be filed
best meal in Santa Fe, regardless with the court before action is taken
of price, at 35 CENTS. Weekly or on the suit of the company.
A temporary infraction has been is- -'
monthly rates upon application
sued against the defendants by Dis-- I
TRY OUR SUNDAY DINNER
trict Judge Edward R. Wright, re-- !
W. G BUSH, Prop. Phone, Red 64 stralnlnS them from using the waters
complained of to cultivate any further
area of land than that already under
cultivation. El Paso Herald.

The New State

INSURANCE

Let Us
Deliver for

.
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SuretyBonds
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Now is the time

119 San Francisco St,
SANTA FE, - - - N. M

to buy

FILIGREE
MOST BEAUTIFUL

--

DESIGNS.

. Peaches

W

HT

. H. C. YONTZ,5"

Fence Law Ruling.

'

j

NOTHING BETTER.

MONTHS are coming on, and you will
This is the time, theremuch time
fore, to buy Furniture, and a fine assortment of it can
be seen at our store. There is bird's eye maple, which is in
great demand, and other woods that are as beautiful.
We also have KITCHEN CABINETS with celluloid tops to
make the housewife's work a delight.
Also a splendid supply of CHINA DISHES for use on the
table.

THE

WINTER

rs.

Fancy
Alberta Peaches

Best of Beds

Pure Spring Water
'
$15 a Week

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Pecos
. Write
Telegraph Glorieta

'

11

A BRICK OF OUR
ICE CREAM

Special Sale

A
K

LADIES' UNDERSKIRTS

;

4
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"DOC" BISHOP EXPLORES
BALEARIC ISLANDS.
Dr. Frederick M. Bishop, the distinguished London physician, and friend,
of Bronson M. Cutting, whont he visited most of last year, has left Switzerland, and now is in the Balearic Islands, known as "Stingers' Islands",
or "Les lies Oublies", where, however, he Is not forgotten nor does he
forget his Santa Fef fiends to whom
he wishes to be remembered.

These curious islands are a prov- '
ince of Spain and consist of Majorca,
j Minorca,
Iviza and Formentera as
as some smaller Islands. Dr.
jwell
j
Bishop Is stopping

at

Minorca.

BUTT BROS.

4
4

4
4
4
4

DRUGGISTS
Phone

Handsome Skirts for Fall and Winter Wear

CO., j

"Always Reliable"

Ml--

ADOLPH

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

SSXXXXXXXXSSXK

S

X

$

X

3 Acres of Ground,

Read, then Act!
Carriage & Automobile

part in Alfalfa, exceptionally good

Acre- -,
adobe house and other improvements.
age finely located on one of principal streets of Santa Fe.
This Is well worth your investigation.

five-roo- m

PAINTING

SIGN PAINTING

Phone Black
.

X

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

Phone Black

No. 52

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

No. 229

FSLKr

Insurance Agency.

305 San Francisco Street.

form an Interesting spot for the study
ot archaeology ln which Dr. Bishop is
'.
much Interested as they have an an- .
Ine tor Canning. Let US cient history. They were originally
have VOlir Orders for What- - dependecies of the Carthaginians and
rnoemcians ana were conquerea oy
ever you may need.
the Romans 123 years, B. C.; by the
CARPENTERS
Moors 798 A. D., and by Jayme of
BARTLETT PEARS
1229-3Minorca was a British,
AND CABINET MAKERS.
possession from 1713 to 1783. These
now ripe, and are fine islands
are rich in mines, which have
been little worked, however.
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
j

r

J. P. Steed

Day and Night Phone.

Phone,

I JO

Red.

H. S. KAUliE &

GO.

& Son

A I I CTV I
nnLl- 3M
l--

CfO

STETSON STIFF
PC INand
SOFT HATS
AT

9)

3

5

n

Deer Season Opens The deer sea-son in Arizona opened today. Large
herds of deer have been seen in the
Dragoon and Chlricahua mountains.

SIGN PAINTING

NEATLY

DONE.

1

NO PROFIT OK THE LAMP-I- TS

-

"

All Work Guaranteed.

Phone, Red

115

.

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Liht ?
THE EYES. Our display rooms are open for your
are
Yoiipayfor, by having it
where
it. It saves on your light bill and
SAVES
you
using
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.
righto

id

ft'

CO

J

--

SANTA FE VATER & LIGHT COE1PAWY, VASHINGTOH STREET.

a.

A

1

S

4

f

Residence

They

Ara-igo-

108 Palace Avenue

CO

Phone Red 58

Nitht.

x

,4
if

V

K

FANCY PATTERNS

Two Colors, 75c Per Brick,
Enough for 8 People

I

MULLIGAN & RISING,

J

I

2c.a lb.
In a few days we will
have

Sparks Ranch)

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season

'

THE MASTER TAILORS.

CO.

&

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

Sunday
Dinner

,

In district court at Silver rit v.:
Judge Frank W. Parker Dresidine; ani
j important
ruling was made by the j
court ln civil cases recently filed
against the Victorio Land and Cattle!
Company, the owner of large tracts;
'of land ln this aixT'Lima counties, and
also large herds of cattle. The com- plaints allege wrongful and wilful
trespass upon unenclosed ground of
plaintiffs, located as homesteads or
i desert
entries, and the destruction of
plaintiffs' hay. Defendant demurred
to the complaints upon the ground
j that
the territorial statutes required
the owners of land to fence the same
In order to recover
The
damages.
court overruled the demurrers,
!

We have a lot of small
Peaches; but fine for
Peach Preserve and
Peach Jam, at

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
Cold
No Invalids

W. N. TOWNSEND

t

i

i

Free

SILVER f

1.
L.t-- n
a.
n ... n
n.n.l.tc
viiuiuo,
Kings, oroocnes, renuanis,
No style gift more desirable for your Eastern friends, a

Best of Food

incon-testab- ly

!

j

Yellow

(Old

ut

Your

j

j

M

i

I

0.C.WATS0N&C0.

..

i

freedom from sleazy, adulteration, cotton or wool substiThe Royal Tailors
tutes.
stand alone as the one tailoring house that not only spe
cifically guarantees each fabric to be wooland
wool alone--binvites the acid test on every
fabric we show. This will prove to you
that the woolen you buy is all pure
wool. The Royal Tailors are preeminently in a
class by themselves. We claim to be a "Master"
in the art of measuring, as we have taken lessons in the Royal Shop at first hands.
Needless to say " Satisfaction Guaranteed."

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND

j

LOANS

GOLD

literal sense; we mean total

Call Early While the Stock is Plentiful.

j

;

is absolutely
all pure wool, we mean pure
wool in the most exa ting and

the

"o
cuiv. tt
still adhere to our old
established

ii

" Royal " fabric

aDSOlUtely
NothirHT

f

erque

.

Where S3tiS

'fx
ICtlOn

i

i

Tailors' word for it. Make
the test yourself. It is very
simple. We invite it.
When we say say that every

Phone 49 Main

Parlor Market
and Grocery

senting two firms

affalrs.-Albuqu-

"
Sham
the
Nailing

"

FRESH. BREAD AND CAKE

Is Headquarters for

Farm-ingto-

Our window is only a sam- pie of what we can show
you in the line of : : : : : - :

I

PLAZA BAKERY

MISS MUQLER

J

Former Governor Curry is
from Tularosa, Otero county.

50,000.00

Does a General Banking

B. LAUGHLIN,
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STATIONS

2

12

20

Lv..De Moines. N. t...Ar
Rumaldo

4
3
3
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1)6dtoan

J

(Japulln
Vtgll
Thompson
Cunningham
....Oltfton House N.M
r.v
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Ar"
i.Lv
Katon.K.M
Ollfton House N" M....
SPrestou
Koeuler Junction
Koehler
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time-prove- n

The genuine has on its

outside wrapper the
Signature
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9 32
8 55
9 05
8 20
8 02
7 45

Palace.

pm

Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Johnson and chiltOonnects at Colfax with H. P. & S. W. Ry, train both North and Soutb.
dren, U. S. Indian Service.
SStage tor Van Houten X, M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.I
M. W. Nehf. Terre Haute, Ind.
Stage leaves Ute Park. N, M., for KlUabethtown. N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally except
William Lu Staly, Cerrillos.
andays, Fare ts uu one way 13.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
A. P. iSpiegel'oerg, City.
0. 4 a. train leaves Des Mclnes. N, M- for the south at 11;11 p. m. arrives from the
J. K Lewis, San Francisco.
tb at 4:88 a. m
John H. Riley, Colorado Springs.
George Curry, Tularosa.
t. G. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
T. W. Conway, Raton.
V. P. & G. M
Superintendent.
O. P. Agent,
Charles F. Boehm, New York City.
W. H. Daniel, Minneapolis.
O Hoppenrath, Pueblo.
W. Llewellyn, Boston.
C. E. Jones, Denver.
Coronado.
J. Routledge, Glorteta.
F. Candelaria, N. Blanca.
Louis V. Martinez, .Tierra Amarilla
E. Ulibarri, Tierra Amarilla.
C. Rael, Cerrillos.
D. Griego, Sena.
E. Lopez, Sena.
ieo, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
S. Padilla, Villanueva.
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torraooa, Theac
Nels Nelson, Albuquerque.
Samuel F. Jones, Phoenix.
Frank D. Murphy, St. Joseph.
C. D. Victor, St. Joseph.
Montezuma.
J. E. St. Vrain, Los Angeles.
E S. Dearing, San Francisco.
W. C. May, Denver.
OR
H. W. Koeneke, Wichita.
Venceslao Jaramillo, El Rito.
George W. Armijo, City.
W. G. Ulery, City.
ROUTE
C. W. Meek, Toledo.
J. F. Snydam, Los Angeles
-.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

LSST

W3

THE

P. H. Kunselton, Denver.
Clara M. Goodner, City.
Otto A. Mayer, St. Joseph, Mo.
J. E. Hannum, Albuquerque.
A. A. Pouchot, Denver.

Hotel Arrivals.

pm

EAST

WEST

E. A.

Martin, Farmington.
Harry Ormstan, Topeka, Kan.
B. S. Phillips, Truchas.
Dr. and Mrs. 6. G. Small, City.

their stores can obtain large flags and
bunting from this company at remarkably cheap rates. The decorations
committee will be glad to order flags
for the merchants and others who desire them and return them to Pueblo
after the convention.
One of the reasons Las Vegas has
been slow to decorate on gala occasions in former years was the dnfi-cult-y
in obtaining materials. Bunting is expensive and flags are scarce
here. Mr. Blood's suggestion that the
decoration materials be rented is a
good one. The plans for the decoration of the opera house are secret,.
Electricity and flags, however, will
play a large part in the general
scheme. Las Vegas Optic.
TO AND FROM ROSvELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Rosvell, dally
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
'are between Santa F and Torrance

and between Torrance and
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on auto
mobile by wire. J. W 9'ockard.

Is $5.80

Bias Sanchez, Wagon Mound.
James Wasson, Watrous.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Brown, City.
F. F. Ringland, U. S. Forest Service.

EUGENE FOX, a. f. & p. Age,
El Paso Texas.

If you want anything on earth try
a Want ad In the New Mexican

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION.

Colonist Rates

$

Effective September 15th to October 15th, inclusive,
y
second
class colonist excursion fares are in
effect from stations on the
one-wa-

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
to points in Alberta, British Colum-bia- ,
Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Ore.
and
gon
Washington,

:

For information as to fares, reservations, etc., etc.,
call onjor write to

I

2
'

I.

F. H. McBRIDE, Agt.,

TS

or W. D. SHEA, T. F. & P. A

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

A

I

t

Whereas, pursuant to the provisions of the Enabling
Act and the resolution admitting New Mexico into th
Sisterhood of States, the Governor of New Mexico has
issued his proclamation ordering an election to be held
on Tuesday, November 7, 1911, for the purpose of electing
the various congressional, state, legislative, judicial and
county officers authorized by the constitution heretofore
adopted by the people of New Mexico;
NOW, THEEEFOEE, pursuant to and in accordance
with resolutions adopted by the Eepublican Central Committee of New Mexico in convention assembled at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on Tuesday, September 5, 1911, a Call
is hereby issued for the holding of the first
Eepublican
State Convention in the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Thursday, the 28th day
September, A. D. 1911, for the purpose" of nominating
candidates for the various congressional and state offices
created and authorized by law; and the Eepublican Central Committees of the various counties of the new State,
except as otherwise by this committee ordered, are requested to issue Call for the holding, upon such notice
and date as they may deem expedient, county conventions
for the purpose of electing delegates to said State Convention, at which the basis of representation shall be
1 delegate for each 100, or fraction thereof of 50 or
more,
of the votes cast for the Eepublican Candidate for delegate
to Congress at the election of 1908, and 1
delegate at large
from each county now in existence; upon which basis
the representation at said State Convention from tho
several counties of New Mexico shall be as follows:
Bernalillo
25
'

Chaves

THE PEOPLE'S

ANNUAL

Colfax
Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna
McKinley
Mora
Otero

HOLIDAY

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, Oct.

9-1-

1911

4,

AVIATION

CURTIS

MEET

BIrdmen " of International Repute will thrill the crowd
iur inree nays, uciooer 11,12 and

13

$1,000 5
BASEBALL

EVERY DAY

nv

EXCITING

--

HORSE RACES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

JOHN B.McMANUS,

4
10
11
9
3
5
15
7
11

Quay

-

-

10
17
5
13

.

Eio Arriba
Eoosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan..........
San Miguel
Santa Fe..
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia

DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
oe raced
Bull ' Durham
rw
T
VVi
J U-Prita
ThlS Stake- wa
Di a
hu
99"
"
nT 111V
ULtnVIi1
WELL'S DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

7

...........

10
6
30
17
5
17
13
3
14
15

Carrying the 0. 8. mail and pas-cagera between Vaughn, N. M and
Roswell, N. M connecting with tat
SI Paw Southwestern and Rock
Ballroadi and the Atchison,
Santa Fa Ballroad.
4
Leave Vaughn at 8:45 a. m ar
iff in Roswell at 2:00 d. m.
Lmtm Roswell at 12: 80 a. m
la Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.

To-pe- a

Graduated Revenue from
Fortunes
DIRECT

N. M

Baggage allowance 100 lbs. to
each regular ticket, ezcaaa baggagt
at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lba
We are equipped to carry any kin
of trunka or baggage, up to 1,800 lbs
Special rate are given for excur
ions, for eight or more passengers.
For further Information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

.

J W. STO CKAR D, managef

:

i

'
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OBSOLETE

Taxed in 22
States, Collateral Heirs

,

r

in 16.

.

l By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Spring Lake, September 14. The
direct tax system has outlived its use-

fulness for state needs and can be superseded or made nominal by the Inheritance tax, aided by other sources
of state revenue which can be fairly
and equally collected, in the opinion

tax, "through gradations according
to kinship and progression as
to
amounts, inevitably tends to regulate
wealth by furnishing motives for distribution in sums that escape all or
serious taxation, and by discouraging
wills to strangers or to collateral kindred. If such taxation be made so onerous as to approximate confiscation
it would defeat its own purpose because those at whom it would chiefly
aim, by change of residence and skillful and secret methods of evasion,
could and would altogether escape its
burdens."
Governor Noel's address was devoted chiefly to an outline of conditions
in various states. He said, in part:
"Our state legislatures determine
who can make wills; how they shall
be made; what property may be; or
may not be, so dispo.sed of; and wha
shall or who shall not be beneficiaries. Along with this authority
over property and persons, within its
borders, goes the unquestionable right-ostates to collect inheritance taxes
on all transfers of property Incident
to death. Acquisition of property by
will or inheritance, under our government, is neither a natural, nor a constitutional right, but is a privilege,
created and controlled, by law.
"All property, or Interests in oroD- erty, transferred by death, or in con
templation ot death, is subject to taxation. If tangible property, then in
the state where situated; and if intangible property, such as money on hand
or deposit, notes, stock or bonds, in
the state containing the domicile of
the descendant, or in which such property may have its technical local
situs, for Instance, as to corporate
securities, stock and bonds, the state
granting the charter, and in which
record transfers are to be made.
"The tax laws of different states,
both as to classes of property and of
beneficiaries taxed, are widely variant, resulting in occasional hardships,
through double taxation. All beneficiaries are taxed in twenty-tw- o
states
and only those that are collateral In
sixteen states.
"Among the states, as to charges
and exemptions, there are wide divThirteen states, Delaware,
ergencies.
Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Missouri,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, North
Dakota,. Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Texas,
Vermont, and Virginia, exempt wholly,
lineal beneficiaries. In some of the
other states this exemption applies
solely to husband and wife. In the
states that tax lineals, their tax, both
minimum and maximum, Is generally
much less than that imposed on collateral beneficiaries; for instance, in
Wyoming, the lineal tax, in excess of
exemption is two per cent and the col.
lateral five per cent In those states
having taxation grades as to the de
gree of kinship and progressive as to
amounts, Bimllar proportion prevails.
In California which has the
highest,
both methods considered, the maximum charges against lineals
range
from one per cent to ive per cent, and
from
five to twenty-fiv- e
collaterals,
per cent.
"The maximum in a few other states
is as high as five per cent for lineal
and fifteen percent for collateral, beneficiaries, only Kansas has both. A
few states have fixed
charges; as to
collateral beneficiaries. Utah and
Minnesota have the same exemption,
$10,000 and the same charges to both
classes of beneficiaries, that of Utah
being five per cent, fixed, and Minnesota progressing from one and one-haper cent to five per cent. The
usual progressive charge Is from one
per cent to three per cent for lineal,
with scarcely four agreeing on collateral beneficiaries. With varying
six of the latter, colateral,
have a maximum of fifteen per cent,
two twelve per cent and three ten
per
cent; the largest minimum being sev-ef
per cent. In North fin.

"The inheritance tax, susceptible of
no such fraudulent abuse, constitutes
a much needed supplement; and, if
aided by some other sources of state
revenue which can be fairly and equally collected, the direct tax system,
which for state needs has outlived its
usefulness, can be superceded or made
nominal.
"Neither the Federal provisions of
interstate commerce, due process of
law, equal protection of law, nor any
other part of the constitution prevents
double taxation and resulting hardships, from conflicting state inheritance laws. While such injustice is
inherently unjust, when constitutional,
while Injustice is not always preventable, its character and immorality
remain unchanged."
"Comparativ 'y few states continue
to subject to taxation property primarily chargeable with the burdens of

H. 0. BUESUM,

V

ChaiiUn.

Una.
The states and their sub divisions
are hard pressed for available sources
ot revenue, prevalent methods of Inheritance taxation being welcomed
as a
This burden begins as
the living expenses of the deceased
one end; and, usually, not directly upon the estate, but upon certain
beneficiaries, who, considering the
are making but a reasonable contribution to government for an.
cess of unearned wealth; The tax Is
simple, easily understood and computed, difficult to evade, collected with
small outlay and supervision, and in
the course of administration of estate
in local courts. Accordina-- tft olrmitn.
stances, division of proceeds can be
maae Detween state and county treasGod-sen-

uries.

The state eovernment Whit
f

gave direct protection to the
ui

descend-en-

and his property, during the period

iu acquisition, is the

.logical bene-

Have you Kurnishear Rooms to Rent?

little campaign. Want advertising
in the New Mexican wiir keep
the income from your furnished rooms from
The classified columns are
lapsing.
always looked up closely and it will
pay you well to use them.
A

If you want anything on earth
c New Mexican Want Ad.
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ficiary of the tax on its transfer. Ad
valorem taxation, as a source of state
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Traffic Chart of Western Union,
n
and Direct U S. Cable
Business, Showing Capacity of the Cables and the Proportion Now Utilized.
Anglo-America-

Proposed Modification of
Existing Arrangements
A provisional modification of an
arrangement which has existed for
many years has been reached between
the Western Union Telegraph ComCable
pany, The
Company and the Direct U. S. Cable
Company, under which the cable systems of these companies now worked
exclusively in business connection
with each other, but operated and
maintained separately, will be operated in direct physical connection
with each other and with the Western
Union land system. '
Two objects are to be attained by
this arrangement:
Firtt, more efficient and economical operation.
Second, the introduction of new
forms of service to the advantage of
the public.
Anglo-Americ-

The Trans-AtlantCable
Situation and Competition
ic

be obtained, demand direct cable circuits between principal centres of the
two sides of the Atlantic, as well as
special circuits devoted to special
business.

Efficient Service Requires
Sufficient Facilities
To meet these requirements it is
essential not only that there be at all

times sufficient cable facilities, under
one control, but that they should be
operated interchangeably with each
other and in close physical connection with land lines as one system.
Ample spare facilities are necessary
to provide against the very frequent
cable interruptions.
Neither the Western Union nor any
one of the companies of the Western
Union group has, independently of the
others, facilities enough to handle
the business which at times any one
company might be called upon to take
care of, because of some particular
rush of business, or because of some
cable interruption. Nor could any one
company furnish all the direct circuits
necessary for efficient service, although the combined facilities of
these companies are ample if they
could be used supplementary to each
other and interchangeably.
As it is, each company operates its
own cables through separate and distinct offices and under separate and
distinct management. All interchange
of business is by actual transfer of the
business from one company to the
other, with the consequent delay and
interruption of a service in which
seconds are valuable.

The
cable situation
is as follows:
The Mackay group of seven cables, including the German cables,
owned by or worked in physical connection with the telegraph lines of
that company form one system.
The French cables comprise an independent system, using both the
Western Ui.ion and the Mackay land,
lines for their United States connection.
In competition with these is the
Western Union group of cables, eight
in all, owned by three separate companies, two of which are British
companies owning five of the eight
cables.
Two only of the British owned
cables terminate in the United States
and all of them are e ntirely depenWeek-en- d
dent on the Western Union for their Daily
connection with any telegraph system,
Cable Letters
or for their reaching any centre of So soon
as the proposed arrangebusiness, and are now worked exclu- ment
into effect, the Weitern
sively, so far as business is concerned, Union goes
purposes, with the consent of
with the Western Union.
the British Post Office Department,
to introduce at least two new features
Efficiency Increased,
or services in addition to the proposed
trans-Atlant- ic

and

Waste Prevented

The proposed arrangement between
the Western Union, the

deferred rate

tAe

DAILY CABLE LETTER
and the
WEEK-ENCABLE LETTER
and the Direct U. S. companies
will bring the eight cables of the three at a very low rate for cable service
companies under one operating con- only. This will enable the public to
trol. The consequent increase in save the six to eight days consumed in
effectiveness and economy will place the
passage of mail.
the Western Union in a position to
offer certain advantages
Cable
in cable Monopoly
service not now enjoyed by the public.
Business Impossible
The other way open to enable
There is no cable monopoly posthe Western Union to make such imsible. The three systeme the
provements and introduce such new Western
Union, the French and the
services as it proposes to do, would
be to lay new cables. This would Mackay will continue to exist.
The Mackay Companies is a holdseem to be the height of folly.
Duplication of the existing trans- - ing organization with no physical
Atlantic cable facilities at a cost of property, but exercising through stock
many millions, when (there are more ownership, lease or contract, operat- than ample facilities for all business, ing control of various companiee
would put an unnecessary financial owning land lines and cables which
burden upon an already fully burdened make up the Mackay System. Through
, business and would probably
postpone this control all the various properties
the reduction of rates or introduction are operated as one system to great
of new services, v
advantage in service over what could
be given by these same companies
if operated separately. "
'
Limited Business Hours
The French cables form another
Idle Facilities system.'-;;i As at present carried on, the trans- -'
The Western Union System, under
Atlantic cable business is practically
all flash service, i. e. instantaneous. the proposed arrangement for one
Owing to the difference in time, there operating control over the present
are only a few business hours of the segregated units, will be enabled to
day common to both sides and during make two distinct advances in the
cable business:
these hours at least 75 of the cable
BETTER SERVICE. This will be
business is done. This is demon-strate- 'd
by the accompanying chart. insured by more efficient and econom- In the interests of international ical working resulting from single
business nothing should be done to direction over the operations of both
cables and land lines.
interfere in any way with the
flash or instantaneouB service, and
ADVANTAGES. The
the lines should be kept clear to ac- greater
part of the cable capacity has
commodate such messages during the been and
is now unutilized.
It will
few business hours common to both continue to lie dormant and unutilized
countries; but to continue to confine under existing conditions and tradi- the cables to this class of service, as
The Western Union purposes
at present, will utilize only about 35 to make these wasted facilities
useful
of the existing capacity of millions of to the public
by means of new kinds
on
and
'
that
limited of cable service.
places
property
service all the capital, maintenance
In addition, the Western Union
and operating charges.
to nationalize its land lines by
limited
time
and
the
The
character opening them to all
. of the business, if best results are to cable
companies. '
Anglo-Americ-
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15, 1911.

another state government. New York
has Just abandoned this evil practice,
by enacting a Just and wise inheritance tax law, its rates, however, being unadapted to some states of greatly less wealth; and she leads the way
to an enlightened' system of Inheritance taxation, with full guarantee
against wrong to citizens of other
states. Its system closely tollows the
model tax law submitted to, and approved by the International Tax Conference; and, in principle, though not
In details as to rates and
exemption,
matters to be adjusted to local
condi-tionis worthy of universal
approval
and adoption."

tive.

-

n

:

Total
.......303
is recommended that in event the same delegates are
not elected delegates to the judicial and legislative district conventions that the same basis be used in the election
of such district delegates and that such conventions shall
be called and held, after the State Convention, at such
time and place as may be agreed upon by the Chairmen
of the Central Committees of the several counties composing the respective districts mentioned, or in default
of agreement by said Chairmen, by a majority of the
delegates elect to such district convention.
is
further
recommended
that the Eepublican County
It
Conventions in and for the several counties, for the
nomination of county officers, be held after the State
' f
Convention.
D. SENA,
Secretary.

TAXATION

min-imum-s,

.

It

R0SWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL,

Noel of Mississippi Favors a

lf

i(j

............;

Secretary-Manafe-r

ETAX

of Governor Edmond F. Noel of Mississippi, who addressed the Governors'
POLITICS ANDJOLITICIANS
Conference here today. Governor Noel
spoke to the text, "The Inheritance
Tax and State Comity."
(Continued from Page Three)
"Its incidental effect," said Goversuch merchants as care to decorate nor Noel, referring to the inheritance

BEST

Par rates and full information asMresa

revenue, through its temptations to local officials to escape part, or all, of
the state burden, by underassessments, is becoming largely impera-

All Beneficiaries

Can't afford to accent a secret timtnim a a sutwritiitji far thin nnn.alnn- liolic, medicine op known composition, not even though the urgent dealer may
thereby make a little bigger profit.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate end invigorate stomach, liver and
bowels.
tiny granules, easy to take as candy.
Sugar-coate-

....
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Sept, 1st
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GOVERNOR

Were wo perfect, which we are not, medicines would
not often be needed. But since our systems have become weakened, impaired and broken down through
indiscretions which have gone on from the early ages,
through countless generations, remedies are needed to
aid Nature in correcting our inherited and otherwise
acquired weaknesses. To reach the seat of stomach
weakness and consequent digestive troubles, there is
nothing so good as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discov
ery, a glyceric compound, extracted from native medic
inal roots sold for over forty years with great satisfaction to all users. For
Weak Stomach, Biliousness, Liver Complaint, Pain in the Stomach after
eating,
Heartburn, Bad Breath, Belching of food, Chronic Diarrhea and other Intestinal
and most efficient remedy.
derangements, we Liiscovery is a
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McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
F. P. Jones, member. The minutes, and patented for 1,895.44 acres. The
PROMOTE ATHLETICS IN NAVY
.
Attorneys-at-Lawof yesterday's proceedings read and acreage of this grant was raised by '
Practice in all the Courts and
I the
of
Board
County Commissioners
Authorities Arrange Matches in Sports
approved.
the Interior Department.
MASONIC.
In the matter of the appeal of S. to 40,000 acres, and valued at $20.00
Which Have Special Value in
September 11, 1911.
New Mexico.
Taos,
Montezuma
Lodge
Floersheim, fromm the action of per acre for assessment purposes,
Training of Officer.
Morning Session.
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
a
assessment
total
of
of
Board
the
of
EqualizaBoard
making
Commissioners
The Territorial
County
H. L. ORTIZ,
Regular com muni- On request of this Board, the
session at the cl Mora county, in raising the valuaIn order to encourage every mid- tion met in regular
Mondar
first
cation
of
Board
Chairman
the
of
some
of
form
Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaCounty
shipman to take part in
Capitol Building in the City of Santa tion on 5,040 acres from 40 cents to
of each month at
before all the courts ?
athletics, the authorities of the Naval
Practicing
Fe, at the hour of 10 o'clock, Monday $1.00 per acre. W. R. Holly, Esq., ap- Commissioners of Santa Fe county,
Masonic
Hall at
e
Academy have adopted a comprehenSeptember 11th, for the purpose of peared 'on behalf of the appellant and Mr. I. Sparks, appeared, but was
the
Territory.
to give any information as to
sive scheme by which performances in
hearing and passing upon appeals C W. G. Ward. Esq.. appeared on be
H. H. DORMAN.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
matches in various
taken from the actions of Boards of half of the appellee, and after being why the area of this grant should be
Master
We are
sports are placed upou a plane with CHAS.
County Commissioners of the several heard by the Board the matter was increased "twenty times."
E. LIN'N'Et. Secreta.7.
unable to ascertain whether the bounPAUL A. F. WALTER
in
the
professional
proticiency
ccunties of the Territory.
taken under advisement
Attorney-at-tabranches, such as infantry and artilPresent: President of the Board, J. Tho matter nf the aDDeal Of the daries of Santa Fe county were ex- Nc.
Santa Fe Chapter
Santa Fe.
New Mexioa
F. Hinkle; Secretary, B. Spitz; Dr. New Texirn Minine Company, owners i tended to admit this increased acreage, Made Safe by Lydia E. Pinkham'a lery drills, seamanship, rifle shooting
1, R. A. M.
Regular
and handling small boats, in the deJ. M. Cunningham and Henry Lutz, and the Gallsteo Company, lessee of or whether this great excess was taken
convocation second
Compound.
DR. C. M. RILEY,
termination of the rigUt to carry the
members.
the Ortiz Mine Grant, coming up for from the adjoining lands, presumably Vegetable
r
Monday of each month Veterinary Physician and 8urgeon,
colors.
brigade
Quorum being present the meeting final consideration, the Board hereto-fo- owned by other parties and returned
was
Graniteville, Vt "I
passing
at Masonic Hall a' Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
for taxation.
was called to order by President HinHaving found that there are plenty
through the Change of Life and suffered
having heard arguments for and byOnthem
7:30 p. m.
account
of
In
and
this
of
nervousness
to
phenomenal
and
the
trom
squads
join
applicants
College of Chicago.
kle.
being luuy
against said appeal,
JOHN H. WALKER.
acreand
unaccounted
for
of
other
increase
the
other
the
and
sustains
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
football, baseball, rowing
On motion, duly seconded, Travel advised in the premises,
annoying
and I sports in which there is competition
H. P.
symptoms,
ing Auditor John Joerns was elected said appeal In part, and the follow- age of this grant, this Board declines
Dentistry a Specialty
can truly say that
with outside teams, the authorities ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Office: East side of plaza, corner
Assistant Secretary and Mariano F. ing valuations are fixed by the Board: to sustain the action of the Board of
e.
nntnam's
l.yuia
County Commissioners for Santa Fe
the schedule so as
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Sena Interpreter.
3,000 acres Mineral Lands
Vegetable Com have
Santa Fe Comn.anderj
$15,000.00 county, and the said appeal is hereby
The matter of the appeal of the
Phone Red 138.
at $15.00 per acre
pound has proved to assign points to only those ports
No. 1, K. T. Regular
worth mountains of which have not proved so attractive
granted, and the treasurer of Santa'
New Mexico Mining Co., owner, The 51,000 acres Grazing Land
direcMon
is
and
to
F?
ordered
and
which
as
exercise
could afford
conclave fourth
county
it yet
gold
me,
hereby
Gallsteo Company Lessee, of the Ortiz
at 40 cents per acre...... 20,400.00
PROBERT & COiANY
restored my health athletic rivalry to a large number.
tea 10 cnange nis rou 10 couiurm iu
Pi dav in each month at
Mine Grant, from the action of the
Investments
vxl
I
of
strength.
Masonic Hall at 7:30
Emphasis is placed particularly upon
Board of County Commissioners
Total $65,400.00 the original return.
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
inever forget to tell
in
value
Auditor
The
submitted
which
valuam.
have
a
P.
the
Traveling
sports
special
Santa Fe County, in raising
liny friends what
Money Loaned for investors
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
ir
x.. j: lUKimm s the training of a naval officer, such
tion of said property as returned, was and the County Treasurer of the for the consideration and information - i
We have for sale general stocks of
ijuid
assessof
as
W.
and
of
the
the Board, abstracts
handling
fencing, swimming
E GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Vegetable Compound has done for me
taken up for consideration, and Judge- County of Santa Fe is hereby ordered
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
ment of the different counties, giving during this trying period. Complete small boats under oars and sails.
w vt Tuncrhiin was heard on Deand directed to make the necessary
and other Business Opportunities
to health means so much
in the
Another notuble
change
half of the appellant Final adjudica changes in the assesment of the above totals, the value of the different restoration
Santa Fe Tdge of
to me that for the sake of other suffer. scheme of
Tact county.
marking in the brigp.de
Perfection No. 1, 14th throughout
tion of the matter was laid over for company upon his 1911 roll to conform ilaecAB if nmnartv the inrrpftfiea
Bank
Furnished
References
asas
of
are
same
no
is
and
decreases
that
compared
competition
points
further consideration.
degree. Ancient and Ac- Taos,
to the valuations as fixed by this with the 1910
New Mexico.
assessment, ana also
signed for securing a place on any of
In the matter of the appeal of the Board.
letter." Mrs. Cttas.
cepted Scottish Rite of
as heretofore, but all marks
the
teams,
"
v
v.
owners of the San Marcos Pueblo
Free
on
meets
Masonry
1
.
matter nf the annpal of Mr J.' flflnn. riPRS
The
.
to the company winning the third Monday of each month
i
na r rn rno jni'A i hhspsh-j;
-"v " .11
Grant, from the action of the Board P . Wnesnr. ,
ior woman's U13 are assigned
,
l nieuicme
mltir
-- o un fnr final con- team
of
comin
a
anu
various
the
of
Santa
places
any
d
unCommissioners
very
ment,
received
Demg
such
has
and
complete
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
of County
lUB
The only marks assign- Masonic
summary.
qualified endorsement. No other med competitions.
yvK1
prehensive
Fe county in raising the assessment slue,"T'
side of Plaza RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF
Hall, south
.
oil
Treasurer
and
the
County
part,
has
where
we
cases
icine
of
such
Roarfl
know
a
in
ed
individuals
are
to
record
of
u
fixed
th
that
thig
on said grant, from the value as
Masons
Phone, 21 6 Red
cotish
are corRite
Quay county is hereby ordered and dir the tax laws of New Mexico need of cures as has Lydia E. Pinkham'a the competition is Individual in its Visiting f
to attend.
WEST SIDE PLAZA
invited
by the assessor, the Hon. L. B. ected to
OFFICE,
dially
to
show
1911
roll
the
Compound,
wresegetable
change
nature, such as fencing, boxing,
careful and thorough revision, with a
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
32.
Prince, was heard on behalf of the a reduction
220 Black
Phone,
more than 30 years it has been tling and swimming.
on Town Lots, view to
For
of
ento
$1,200.00
Is
This
more
them
simple,!
carried,
making
Venerable Master
appellant. On motion duly
lnliamma-mor- e
1 to 3 P. M.
In
i c,mllS woman's ills such as
assessed
of
in
OFFICE
Tucumcarl
the
team
HOURS.
than
rather
City
the
to
less
effective
and
courage
expensive
spirit
the Secretary was instructed
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
ft
uiceration, fibroid tumors, irreg-Th- e the effort to win a personal
the name of J. R. Wasson.
method of requiring ularities,
victory.
of
the
President
present
I.
and
nervous
Sparks,
notify
periodic pains
Secretary.
The matter of the appeal of Mi3. individual property owners to value
The sports which have heretofore
County Board, and Trinidad Alarid, Mollie
prostration, and it is unequalled for
F. Schmidt, coming up forflnal their own property is a fruitful source carrying women safely through the figured in the competition, but which
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
before
to
appear
County Assessor,
p. o. e.
Board having heard of gross inequality of assessments, ' period of change of life,
appear to be sufficiently popular with
the Board at 2 o'clock p. m. to testify consideration, the
No.
Santa
Fe
Lodge
Diseases.
in
to
with reference to the raise made by all evidence and being fully advisedsaid and we would recommend that such, Mrs
Lynn, Mass., out the encouragement of bringing
460, B. P. O. E. holds
requirement be repealed and that all invites all sick women to write the player points In the color compethe Board of County Commissioners the premises, hereby rejects the
Its regular session on THE WA5SERMAN & NOOUCH'
appeal, and sustains the action of the valuations be made by the proper offl-- i her for advice. Her advice is free. tition are: Football, baseball, crew
on said property.
the second and fourth
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
01 cer. with a view to equality in assess. and alvroys lielpf nl.
rowing, basketball, lacrosse and field
in the matter of the appeal of J. R. Board of County Commissioners
of each
Wednesday
ADMINISTERED.
Mora
which
Those
Board
work.
track
and
county..'
of
the
Iments.
sports
Wasson, from the action
month. Visiting broth
still enter Into the competition and
ine mawer oi . appea. oi uo I Tn
ent method of coUectlng
of County Commissioners of Quay
Chemical
and Microscopical Exers are inviteu and
coming
LETTER
apparently are thought to need spe.mmtT in raislne the valuation on Culley & Martin Company
and expensiva
eg ,B lngumclent
of blood, sputum, urine
aminations
welcome.
Board
of
the
List f letters remaining uncalled cial encouragement on the part
rertain lots In the city of Tucumcarl, up for final consideration, the
ColIec0on8 ag a result of publication
and gastric contents. Directions
f CARL A. BISHOP.
. .
,, far in the pestefDce at Santa Fe, N- authorities are: Tennis, gymnastics,
Ooc! oro nt aa .
from the valuation as returned by having heard the evidence, sustains
J. D. SENA,
Ruler. for collecting specimens given op
Exalted
fen
and
in
and
was
said
the
places
swimming
wrestling,
1911.
part,
boxing,
appeal
for
week
ending Sept. 9,
him Mr. Wasson being present
,gufflc,ent t0 pay tne prlnter's bill, and M.,
Secretary.
application.
heard by the Board and the matter the following valuation of said com serve no purpose, except to Increase if net called fer withia twe weeks cing.
follows:
as
on
lands
been
have
Some
distinct
pany
t
grazing
sent
State Nat. Bank Bldf Albuquerque N M
be
will
letter
changes
dead
the
they
titles.
taken under consideration.
and
complicate
made in the assignment of values to
acres40 cts. per acre. .$1,118.00 expenses
that the ffice at Washington.
We would recommend
It appearing to the Board, tHat Mr. 2,795
of Mora Coun
the different professional branches.
Bedsole, A. R. (2)
law be so amended as to require the
Charles De Bremond, of Precinct ao and the Treasurer
is hereby ordered and directed
Infantry drill now counts 450 points
Bowers, Mrs. Laura.
under
Treasurer,
adequate
County
1, Chaves county, was assessed in the ty
assess- and artillery drill 150, whereas they
hv disClarkson, Mrs David.
in rollBt Bii
vear 1910 on 8,000 head of sheep, and to change and correct his 1911 fixed '
as
to
conform
value
ment
to
the
formerly each counted 300. SeamanB.
of
a
head
within
25
on
Joseph
n
Cummings,
nt
sheep,
for the year 1911,
personal property
the
Board,
ship and target practice with small
no
Joile.
by
Cox,
nnii it further
atraearine that
certain fixed time after they beepme
Independent Order of Beavers.
arms are valued at 300 each, handling
" assessment was made in the adjoin
Mr.
Casimlro.
of
Chaves,
The matter of the appeal
Sania Fe Dam No. SO, I. O. B. holds
delinquent, and to make return of all
and
the
150,
winning
cutters,
sailing
in Manuel B. Apodaca, coming up for taxeg not so collectable to the district
Dankwardt, Nathan.
session at 8 p. m. Meeting
ing county of Otero on any sheep on
of places In the race for cutters un its regular
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, 102
Dorame, C. C.
final consideration, the Board having attorti,ey, and tha(t the district
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
the name of Mr. De Bremona;
num
The
75
total
der oars,
points.
Chapelle.
Editor Mexico Times.
all the evidence and being fully , tCrney be required, under adequate
ers
welcome.
are
motion duly carried, the Traveling
always
In
the
ber of points
professional
Garfield, Rose.
Auditor was instructed to take the advised in the premises, sustains the penalty, to commence suit to enforce
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
'
branches and sports Is 1,795.
WANTED A Good cook for a small
Gibson, Hazel.
matter up with the assessors and col said appeal and the treasurer of collection by foreclosure against real
President household.
Address New Mexican.
Garcia, Rumalda.
lectors of the respective counties, Santa Fe county is hereby ordered and estate or otherwise within a certain
C. J. NETS,
'
to
Narcisa.
as
assessment
1911
Gonzales,
to
the
to
directed
reduce
return
such
and
view
ascertaining
with a
time after receiving
Secretary.
EVERS IS WANTED AS COACH
FOR SALE Modern
that in all suits for the collection of Kooker, Edw.
whether or not this assessment was of said appellant in the sum of
house on Read Avenue. Inquire P.
rolls
Kunk,
Joseph.
Inadvertently omitted from the
taxes, summons should be issued and
F. W. FARMER
Williams College Wants Noted Sec
Hesch.
Irwin, Jessie.
The matter of the appeal of the served
or by publication,
On motion of Secretary Spitz, duly
Homestead No.
ond Baseman of Chicago Cubs to
meet Victorlo Land & Cattle Company, com- - as now personally law for civil
Bisentita.
to
Lucero,
Board
the
adjourned
suits,
carried,
provided by
'
Teach Young Collegians.
2879.
FOR RENT Six momed brick cot.
Lucero, Estanislada.
at 2 o'clock p. m.
ing up ior nnai consiuerauon, auu ana tnat sucn suits De conauciea
Brotherhood
of tage. Bath, rane,
Frank.
eviMltchel,
Afternoon Session,
light O. C. Wat.
the Board having heard all the
the same manner as suits In court for
for
hanker
Eastern colleges still
American Yeomen son & Co.
Montgomery, A. L.
Board met pursuant to adjourn dence for and against said appeal, and the foreclosure of mortgages.
Johnny Evers, second baseman for
Second
Meets
Moore, Mabel.
ment.
It appearing to the Board that all
Collection of taxes by distraint. If
the Cubs, to show them how to play
Fourth
Thurs
and
Donaclano.
Montez,
session,
the
and
morning
as
at
nature
a
FOR SALE Over one million feet
to
of
similar
be
would
Present,
prove
property
properly enforced,
tbe game. A wire was received by
Luordes.
Delgado's
days,
Martlnes,
been
of saw timber. Acasio Gallegos, San
has
mid Alelandro Sandoval, member.
in
Sierra county
character
a speedy and efficient method, and
C. G. Williams, secreEvers'
partner,
Hall. R. Fore map, ta Fe, N. M.
Martlnes, Jose.
Quorum being present the Board assessed at $1.00 per acre, the appeal would save to the tax payer, many
tary of the Cubs, from Williams colC. G. Richie, Cor.
Ortiz, Cornilita.
nroceeded to business.
is rejected.
thousands of dollars, and, in our
Cub
which
the
versatile
asked
lege,
Sec. Mrs. Dais?
Padilla, Dinlocio.
in the matter of the appeal of Mrs,
STRAYED, a three month old Air-The matter of the appeal of The opinion, would leave but few cases
Nellie.
the action of Arroyo' Hondo Grant owners,
Farmer.
Reber,
dale puppy. Reward for return to A.
Mollie F. Schmidt,
district
the
foreclosure
by
coming requiring
Rowells, Mrs. Nannie.
B. Renehan, Palace avenue.
the iBoard of County Commissioners up for final consideration, the Board attorneys.
,
Romero, Manuelita.
nf Mora county, in raising the valua
Fe
Santa
Camp
and
evidence
the
Board
heard
all
of
On
Mr.
motion
the
Jones,
having
Sargent, Mrs. Edw.
13514, M. W. A.
WANTED to rent, by small family,
tion on certain property in Precinct being fully advised in the premises, ! adjourned to meet at 2 o'clock p. m.
Mrs. C. E.
Sine,
fleets second Tues- at once or any time up to October
No. 12, of said county, to the extent sustains the said appeal In part, and
Afternoon Session.
'Steavens, Mrs. Dana.
of sl.567.20. being a raise irom
day each month, so first, a modern five or
the Treasurer of Taos county is here
Present, as at the morning session.
Susan, Mrs. A. M
cial meeting tLira house with improvements. Address
rents to J1.00 per acre, on 2,612 acres by ordered and directed to change the
of
matter
of
assessment
the
the
In
on
Sanches, Florenclo
Tuesday at Elks S M. C, in care of New Mexican of
George H. Hunker, Esq., appearing
for
1911, op the lands of Tannthlll Bros., of Otero county, the
assessment
Geo.
HalL ViaUng neigh fice.
behalf of the appellant ana u. w. at. said company, to 40 cents per acre.
raise of the same being irregular, it Is Telly, G. G.
on
Trask,
bors welcome.
8.
of
Ward, District Attorney, appearing
of the appeal
matter
Board that their
The
the
ordered
by
hehalf of the appellee, and, after Floersheim, coming up for final con-- assesment for 1911 be 1600 head of Webb, Cleo.
U G. WHITTIER, Consul
OPPORTUNITY is slmpty the apmatter
fer these letters pleas
In
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.
being heard by the Board, the
plication of energy to every day consideration, the Board having heard all cattle, and the treasurer of said state calling
er
net
"advertised"
whether
wan taken under advisement.
ditions as they arise. We .pay hip
the evidence, sustains the said ap- county Is hereby ordered and directed
E. C. BURKE, Postmaster.
In the matter of the appeal of The
and fixes the valuation to change his rolls accordingly.
in
advance cash,
teach
commissions,
part,
peal
acNo.
Fe
Santa
Camp
Culley and Martin Co., from tne
on the land of said appellant as
furnish the energy.
In the matter of the appeal of M.
NOTICE.
6673, R. N. A. meets salesmanship; you
ting nf the Board of County Commls
Herzstein & Co., from the action of
fourth Tuesday of Conditions are favorable. Write for
Department of Territorial Engineer.
sioners of Mora county, in raising the 2,000 acres Dry Farming
the Board of County Commissioners
591.
each
Preof
month; so- terms. Salem Narsery Company,
In
Number
Application
valuation of certain property
$2,000.00 of Union county, in raising
their
Land
$1.00 per acre
1911.
third Salem, Oregon.
cial
N.
the
to
26,
M.,
Santa
meeting
Fe,
July
cinct No. 12, of said county,
3,040 acres Grazing Land
assessment, the said appeal is hereby
at Elks'
Notice is hereby given that on the
Tuesday
extent of $2,097, being a raise from
1,260.00 sustained, and the treasurer of said
40 cts. per acre
HalL
on
TYPEWRITERS.
26th day of July, 1911, in accordance
25 cents per acre to $1.00 per acre
county Is hereby ordered and directed with Section 26,
welcome Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Law
of
apneighbors
Hunker
H.
Irrigation
2,795 acres, George
Total $3,260.00 to change his rolls to conform to the 1907, Lucas
NETTIE VICEROY,
platens furnished. Ribbons and supGallegos, of Vallecitos,
pearing- on behalf of the appellant
amount rendered by them for the
Oracle. plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
county of Rio Arriba, Territory of
and C. W. G. Ward District Attorney and the treasurer of Mora County is year 1911.
FLORENCE RISING,
and rented. Standard makes handled.
New Mexico, made an application to
appearing on behalf of the appellee,
There being no further business be- the Territorial
ordered and directed to make
Recorder.
All repair work and typewritea guarNew
Board
of
hereby
the
Engineer
heard
by
after
being
and,
Toll fore the Board, the minutes of this Mexico for a
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Expermit to appropriate
taken under advise-- the necessary changes on his 1911
the' matter was
read
were
and
ap
proceedings
'to conform 'to the valuations as fixed day's
'
from the public waters of the Terri
change. Phone 231.
... ment. '.
of
motion
and
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GROCERY

BAKERY

Inspects all the BEEF, iVEAL AND PORK we sell.

I Phone No. 4.

C.

Phone No. 4.

. . .

Masts.
vw'

a

w

All

-

.

Legs,

Opals, Stew,

.
.

.

GOLD AND SILVER

Waltham Watches

Come in and talk watch with us. It will
rot obligate buying and it may protit you
much.
Ut
explain what constitutes
4 good

S.

a Waltham."

We will show yen the exquisitely thin model Walthams or"
1ae Colonial
Scries and wii!
rame the Waltham movement
Lest suiud to your require
incuts.

.

Hindqutrs,

FILIGREE

One-half-

50c

Shoulder Chops,
.
Loin Chops,

.

,

$1.00

2 lbs 25c
. 15c

.

Forequtrs,

90c

One-Hal- f

Roast,

.

.

12

l--

Steak,

2c

POULTRY

The Jeweler

,

.

50

Forequtrs, 40c

Something Nice Home Dressed.
Veal Chops,
. 3 lbs 25c

Veal Stew,

SPITZ,

Hens,

Turkeys,

The first of the season.

....
.

.

.
.

15c
20c

Spring Chix

VEGETABLES
lbs 25c
5c Each
Canteloupes
EGGS, STRICTLY FRESH, 25c. DOZ.
Tomatoes.

DAVID LOWITZKI,

E

Dealer iu New and

Second-Han-

-

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,

ra

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.

o

JJ
z

DU

HighestCash Price Paid for
New and

Second-Han-

d

Second-Han- d

Goods.

Goods Soid on Easy Payments.

1

I

2 Lbs lot 55c- -

n

"

ii CPJinC
ner Ul

J

70

a

The Trust price is coming down, so that our corpetitors can afford to sell 8 lbs. for 25c, so we tempted burglary.
Will Increase Bank
we will go them one better

PHONE

25c.
imminmn nnisnirT.uuiiiil nn
92 uiiv ininuii u iiiniun i ilillUNLUfi
UIIUMM
Mill
1 111 I

IIIIIIU

I

U IIIIII1IVL.

I

Capital

DP AC
CWPPT
Tf EC 1
LA

J

i

.

.

.

SEPARATE

COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.

variI
grow only the best and
have
Peas
No
such
now.
and
are
fine
eties,
they
especially
heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.
up-to-d-

ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
season. 20 cents each; $1.50 per dozen.
Now is

Phone, Black 204.

JAMES

415 Palace Ave.

McCONVERY,

ft

CM

Plums, Apples, Crab Apples and Pears now.
CUT FLOWERS ALL THE
. . .

At the

TIME

CLARENDON GARDENS . . .

Phone

12

O

CM

The Modern Home
of the first requisites of a modern home is an
sanitary plumbing equipment: To
the domestic health and to keep
the home thoroughly clean and
wholesome at all times, plumbing fixtures affording absolute
and perfect sanitation ari
prime necessity.
"jftandwd" plumbing fixtures
and our expert mechanics will
make your bathroom attractive
'
and inviting.
Let us give you an estimate.

QNE

safe-gua-

A. B.

.
to $50,000.
Heat Breaks Up Schools The pub
lic schools at Kansas' City, Mo., had

$ 25,000

it

.

-

R

lUIUHItr

.1

v

Fall, who recently purchased the First
National bank of Alamogordo, of which
J H. Canning of Carrizozo, is presl
dent and manager, has decided to in
crease the bank's capitalization from

JO lbs. for

2H

X
St

15, 191t.

to be dismissed yesterday on account No. 17 will open at the barbershop of
of the great heat." The temperature J" 8" Garcia, 305 San Francisco street
in the shade was 95 degrees.
and will be open the first three days
Adamson Must Serve His Term-C- arl from 9 a. m. to 6 p. m., and every Sat-Adamson convicted at Roswell
urday thereafter.
for smuggling Chinese into the United
In- -'
t Peaches, two cents per pound.
States, must serve his term, ''the U.
Orchard on Weber
S. supreme court having affirmed the quire at: Duval
avenue.
decision of the lower court
Chanae of Residences Mr. and
Raised Row on Santa Fe Train.
Juan Renosa was fined $5 at El Paso Imm Tnhn T) T nVort will tnVfl thfi
for raising a row on a Santa Fe train residence and orchard of William Hay-de- n
on Capitol Hill and Mr. and Mrs.
during which he was quieted only by
H. H. Dorman will move into the house
being hit over the head with a
and dragged into a smoking of the Le Vert's on College street
which Mr. Dorman erected some time
car. He was drunk.
Saloon Restriction at East; - Las ago.
Vegas The city authorities of East
Agricultural College The College
Las Vegas have determined to restrict of Agriculture end Mechanic Arts at
the number of saloons in the Meadow Mesilla Park has an enrollment of 212
City to six, and to compel these to as against 1S6 at the same time last
pay a much nigher license than here- year.
tofore.
Peaches for Preserving. Bring your
Register On Monday at 9 o'clock a. baskets to Duval Orchard. Two cents
m the registration books of Precinct per pound.

,

Ell

Ci

SANTA FE, N. M.

PHONE. 59 BLACK.

3

See those now in our window.
Some more of those Nutmegs.

Creamery Butters on the market, and to introduce it
we are going to sell it Saturday, every pound guaranteed, only two pounds to a customer and for CASH ONLY, at

70

UJ

0

3O

c

01

Q

II

3$

ftr-r-

h, You Kids!
V
A L

IN
Me recommend Waltham Watches
hecause we l.eheve them to he the
lust. Our stock oilers a wide assortment of

X

'

Hindqutrg, . 60c

EXQUISITE DESIGNS

Santa Fe, N. M.,. Sept. 15.
For New Mexico Tonight and
much
Not
Saturday fair.
change in temperature.

Gcods Company.
There is No Time like now to have
those pictures framed.
mouldings and careful workmanship.
Mulligan & Rising.
Meet The
Committees
publicity!
and the decoration committees for the
Tlom
tin rfimrcnti'nti mcf luef DVAtl.
ing and formulated plans.
At the Palace Mrs. P. M. Turner,
representing Rosenwaid Brothers, of
Albuquerque, will be at the Palace for
the next week or ten days.
Look at the Window We .assure
you ladies it will interest you. Our
line of skirts and silk waists cannot
be beat. Seligman Bros. Co. '
Chicken Supper The Ladies' Aid
of the M. E. church will give a chicken supper Friday, September 15, from
5 to 7 p. m. in the basement of the
church.
Politics does not cut any loe with
Hayward, but if you will, read his advertisement it will cat Ice with your
pocketbook.
The Woman's Home and Foreign
Missionary Society will meet Saturday the 16th, at the home of Mrs. Rising at 3 o'clock p. m. All interested
in missions are invited.
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, the eye, ear,
nose and throat specialist of Las Ve
gas, will be at the Palace hotel September 14th, 15th and 16th. HcAirs
2 to 5 p. m.
Millinery Showing, W.'N. Townsend
& Company are now showing a strictline of ladies and
ly new and
misses hats. The lady that wants
something different can surely find it
in this magnificent showing.
Arrested for Swindling Alejandro
Garcia was arrested at El Paso for
passing bills with "Happy New Year'
cn them' to laborers from Mexico as
genuine ten pesos notes.
Arested While Breaking Into House
Antonio Gonzales and Seferino Mar
tinez were arrested at El Paso while
trying to get Into the house of B. A.
Uhey are charged with at
Sage.

u

L

I

iOiD

BP.

Line of fancy petticoats
and skirts at Adolf Seligman Dry

UT TO
. . . 15c
3 for lbs 25c

DAILY

188.
A Dandy

Steaks Hamb"rser
Por'r House
12c lb

Whole Rump,-

THE

Fruit Pickers, Fruit Jars, and Fruit
Eox Nails at Goebels.
Her Gypsy Rival a Pathe American
drama. The Elks' tonight.
Two Cents per pound for peaches at
Duval Orchard on Weber avenue.
Milk and Cream always on band
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black,

Sirloin
Round

US

10c & 12c lb

WAtYl

Ozz-ne-

W

Pot Roasts,

Vzrpmm

You

c h

V

Boiling Beef, 5 and 7c lb

Turquoise, Laveliers,
Amethysts,

S

F

Meats.
Kih
tv

F. Andrews

9211

PHONE

to-morr-

" UNCLE SAM "
We Buy the Best K.

'S MlRKfT
IIIIIIIIXLI

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

The Market where you get the most for your
money. We are going to give you some good CASH
PRICES on everything for the table
but
we can't afford to put it on the books at these prices.
Remember we handle Native and K. C. Meats, but we
prefer to sell Native Meats, as your money stays at
home. All prices quoted are on Native Meats :

MARKET

AND

1

92

PHONE

Andrews "Cash" no. 4

z

.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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"Il's Time
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"FOR SALE BY

Santa Fe Hardware
J?

fxS.'n;H?:

&

Supply Co.

'

THE REDUCING STOCK SALE
IS. A GOOD ONE
AND THE PRICES ARE STILL BETTER

this week your profit is like getting
money from home. You have
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Monday

If you buy our goods

TO EARN ALL THE MONEY YOU CAN AT THIS SALE.
efit of bur bargains. We still have
:

i'

,

300

P&S

Get

busy-- do

it now, don't say

to-morrow-

-and

L

at same margin.

MATmm SMMOm

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
5?
11:

' vi

.'''. fc.A'!,L

ben-

SdMg

Clean out your throat and come to see us. We also have 100 HART, SHAFFNER & MARX SUITS to sell
We do not lie when we advertise. Come in and we will show you.

1

reap the

,

,

1

